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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 30, irs
Lafayette High School of Lexington
was named the Kentucky State High
School Marching Band Champion this
weekend in the Festival, of Champions
marching band competition at Murray
State University. Murray High School,
the defending champion, was awarded
the Ileaserve_ Grand Champion trn h 
Twenty-five bands competed in the
afternoon preliminary competition, and
eight were selected to reappear that
night in the finals. Approximately 4,0(0
people participated in the third annual
event, according to David A. Wells,
director of the Murray State Racer
Band and originator of the Festival of
Champions.
Third place in the finals went to
Christian County High School,
Hopkinsville; fourth to Central High
School, Columbia, Tenn.; fifth to
Danville High School, Danville; sixth to
Kosciusko High School, Kosciusko,
Miss.; seventh to Daviess County High
School, Owensboro; and eighth to
Northmont High School, Clayton, Ohio.
The Murray High band received the
Best General Effect award and was one
of only four bands to receive a superior
in the preliminaries. Other bands were
Lafayette High School, Columbia
Central High School and Christian
County High School -
Prior to the finals, Murray iligh field
commanders Craig Thurman and
Karen Brandon presented the Kentucky
ar
State Championship trophy and flag to
the Murray State field commanders to
be awarded to this year's champion.
Murray High was awarded second
place overall in the large class
preliminary competition. Lexington
Lafayette was named first in the large
-class-and County-was-third.
Prelim.: a-cis in the small
class went to Danville High School,
first; Lone Oak High School, Paducah,
second; and Milan, Tenn., High School,
third.
Other bands participating in the
event were Hopkinsville High School,
Hopkinsville; Henderson County High
School, Henderson; Grove City High
School, Grove City, Ohio; Marshall
County High School, Benton; Antioch
High School, Antioch, Tenn.; Reidland
High School, Paducah; Franklin-
Simpson High School, Franklin;
Montgomery Central High School,
Cunningham, Tenn.; Apollo High
School, Owensboro; Trigg County High
School, Cadiz; Drakesboro High School,
Drakesboro; Caldwell County High
School, Princeton; Russellville High
School, Russellville; Central City High
School, Central City; and Cumberland
County High School, Crossville, Tenn.;
The Murray High band is directed by
James Light, Frank Schwab and John
Goode. Flag captains are Karen Bailey
and Cindy Montgomery, and rifle
captain is Lee Brkan.
WEEKEND TROPHY AWARDS — Murray High School field commanders
Karen Brandon and Craig Thurman are shown with the trophies Murray
High was awarded in this weekend's-Festival of Champions held at Murray
State University. The awards are Reserve Grand Champion trophy, Superior
trophy, Best General Effect trophy, Second Place in Large Class trophy, 1977
Kentucky State Championship plaque and participation plaque.
'Salute To Industry' Is Theme
Ledger & Tims
In Our** Year Volume 99 No. 256
OPEN HOUSE — Mrs. Sid Easley,
left, Murray, Board of Education
member, and Mrs. George Henty,
right, view the composite class
pictuees which were on display in
the gymnasiumliof Murray Middle.
School during the open house
Sunday. Pictures included thc
classes from 1932 to 1971. In the
'picture below, Fred Schultz, for-
mer superintendent of the Murray
City Schools and present state
deputy sdperintendent of,elemen-
tary and secondary education.
Speaks to the audience at the
open house program. Shown
listening to Schultz are, left to
Murray Board of Education, Mayor
Melvin Henley and board Member
Mauc Ryan. Following the
pr raM in the auditorium, those
atten in were invited to tour the
newl ovated





Jaycees To Man Streets During
Halloween; Police Curfew Set
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
will once again man busy streets in
Murray for trick-or-treaters on
Halloween evening Tuesday, a Jaycee
spokesman said today.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for Murray
Police Department says his depart-
ment is asking parents to voluntarily
observe a 9 p.m. curfew in the city
during Halloween.
This marks the sixth year for the
Jaycee Halloween safety program, the
spokesman said. Jaycees will be
manning Twelfth and Main, Twelfth
and Payne and Twelfth and Poplar
from dusk until later in the evening.
Also, Jaycees will serve hot chocolate,
lemonade and cookies for youngsters
and adults from 7-9 p.m. Halloween at
the "old" Murray city park on Payne
Street. Over 600 youngsters visited the
park for refreshments last year, the
Jaycee spokesman said. •
The police spokesman said Murray
Police will be patrolling the city "in full
force" Halloween evening to watch for
vandalism. "Halloween vandals will be
cited into district court or juvenile
court," the spokesman said.
A spokesman for Calloway County
Sheriff's Department said personnel
with his office will be on patrol during
Halloween. In Hardin, where
Halloween vandals have traditionally
burned tires at the intersection of US.
Annual Chamber Banquet Is Stated
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce announced
today that it's 52nd Annual Banquet will
be held Wednesday, Nov. 15 at 6:30 p.m.
The annual meeting will be held in the
Banquet Hall of the University School
building on North 6th St.
In announcing the Banquet, Leonard
Vaughn, President of the Chamber,
Calloway County High School Band
wee one of a number of participants in
the Hughes-Kirk High School Marching
Band Festival at Beachmont near
Central City last weekend.
Competing with six other bands in
Class C of the festival, Calloway County
High Band came in fourth, band
director Cecil Glass said.
The director said the fourth place
finish was not indicative of the band's
overall performance, "A few mistakes
here and there, made the difference,"
he said.
Other bands in the Class C category
were Green County High, Metcalf
County High Schad, Bremen High
School, Todd tounty Central High and
Caverns 
countyCáeway  High Band's next
coating will be in the annual Murray
Cluistmas Parade.
a _ _ _
stated that -James T. Catlett, executive
director of South Kentucky Industrial
Development Association, would be the
featured speaker. Vaughn said that
Catlett was an ideal. choice for this
meeting as the Banquet is being as a
"Salute To Industry."
Catlett represents the Zi TVA power
distributors in southern Kentucky as
the industrial agent for those counties.
He has worked with the Chamber for
many years in that capacity and had a
large part in helping locate several of
our industries.
James L. Johnson, executive vice-
president of the Chamber said that a
short report of Chamber activities
would be presented by Vaughn. He also
said that the naming of the 1978 Out-
standing Citizen of Calloway County
would be held at the meeting. Balloting
of all members is underway at this
time, and will be concluded Monday,
Nov. 13.
Reservations and tickets may be
bought from any director or directly
from the Chamber offices. Tickets are
$4.50 each, for the exact cost of the
dinner. All tickets must be purchased in
'advance, as none will be sold at the
door. The dinner will be served buffet
style and dress is optional.
Face-To-Face Israeli, Egyptian
Peace Talks Expected To Resume
By The Associated Press
Face-to-face Israelt-Egyptian peace
talks have resumed in Washington after
a lapse of more than a week and an
Israeli spokesman says there is "no
crisis" in the negotiations.
In Baghdad, Iraq, meanwhile, Arab
foreign ministers today opened a
meeting, to prepare for a summit
conference aimed at countering the
Camp David agreements and *
bilateral Egyptian-Israeli peace drive.
Iraqi Foreign Minister Saadoun
Hamadi, appealing for unity, said the
Camp David accords were "a stab
against the Arab struggle to liberate
Palestine.' The, conference is being
attended by representatives of all
members of the countries opposing the
treaty. The summit convenes Thur-
sday.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin conferred with his Cabinet in
Jerusalem today about the Washington
talks, and the five-hour meeting ended
with a decision to form two Cabinet
committees to study economic
'questiens'and conflicting Egyptian and
Israeli claims for oompensation for oil
extracted from the Sinai Peninsula
during. •
Direct negotiations resumed Sunday
night with a two-hour session between
the heads of the two delegations at a
downtown Washington hotel.
Diplomatic sources in Washington
described the meeting as
"businesslike," but there was no am-
mediate word on whether any headway
was made toward resolving a treaty
text.
Again acting as middleman,
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
summoned the Israeli delegation to the
State Department today for further
talks.
641 and U.S. 80, a curfew for persons
under 16 will be in effect through Nov. 5,
the result of an ordinance passerby the
city council there. In addition, the city
is expected to use a number of tem-
porary deputy policemen to patrol
during Halloween,according to reports.
"The week of October 30 through
November 4 is declared a fine-free
period for persons with overdue books
from 'the Calloway County Public
Library," according to Margaret
Trevathan, Librarian.
Because there are many reasons for
library patrons to keep books past their
due date, the library staff feels that the
fine-free period will enable those whose
fines have accumulated to a con-
siderable sum to make every effort to
return them. Fines for overdue books
are set at 5 cents per day for each
overdue book and 10 cents per day for
each record and painting. There is no
minimum charge. For instance, if a
person has 5 books overdue for 6 days,
the amount charged with be $1.50.
"The primary concern is to get the
books back into circulation, not to make
money," a library spokesman stated.
"Those who keep books past the
allowed two-week period are not being
fair to other library users," the
spokesman further stated. An average
of 600 books and materials are checked
out daily, and with a limited collection,
when books are not returned on time,
the collection can be reduced
drastically in a hurry.
Patrons who persist in keeping books
i too long will have their library cards
Library 'Friends' To Meet
The annual meeting for "Friends of
the Calloway County Public Library"
will be held tonight (Oct. 30)at 7 p.m. in
the meeting room of the library. All
Persons who are interested in sup-
Porting their library by joining this
niorgazation are welcome to attend.
Directors' meetings are held twice a
Year and the membership meets an-
nually in October.
A new slate of officerswill be
presented for members' consideration
and a alight increase in dues
recommended by the Friends Board.
The board met October 11 and
discussed continuing the landscaping of
library grounds, a spokesman said.
Two of the -four phases have been
stompleted.
"Sinee an interest in Calloway
County history has been shown by the
Friends group through an Oral History
project, Mr. Ed Graves has been asked
to present a shirt program on The Land





A Kentucky State Pententiary inmate
on leave from the Eddyville facility
faces charges in Kentucky and Ten-
nessee in connection with an alleged
kidnapping and rape that led
authorities on a multi-county search
late Sunday afternoon.
Harold G. Walker, 30, Route 1,
Henderson, faces unlawful im-
priaonmeat. tkidnanping) chargel in---
Paducah-and possible rape charges in
Henry County, Tenn., after Paducah
authorities arrested him about 8 p.m.
Sunday. He's charged in connection
with picking up a 20-year-old Paducah
woman up Sunday afternoon, bringing
her to Murray, then taking her to Henry
County where he allegedly raped her.
Henry County Sheriff RichardBomar
said today his office is taking the
Walker case to a Henry County Grand
Jury which is currently in session.
Murray Police Department, which
coordinated much of the search for
Walker and the woman, will not bring
charge li because both incidents ap-
parently happened outside Calloway
County, a police spokesman said today.
The police spokesman said
authorities arrested Walker in Paducah
when he and two other individuals
apparently tried to cash some forged
money orders at Farmers Market.
Authorities are still looking for another
suspect in that case.
According to the police spokesman,
the alleged abduction began in Paducah
about 4 p.m. Sunday when Walker
stopped to help the woman who was
having car trouble. Police said the
woman told them that Walker picked
her Up on the pretense of driving to find
a set a jumper cables. The woman told
police she and Walker drove around
Paducah for some time, then left that
city and drove south toward Murray.
The woman told police the suspect
took her into Henry County near
Underwood Crossing where he raped
her. She told them they then drove back
to Murray where they stopped at Sonic
Drive-In located on U.S. 641 north of
town.
The police spokesman said the
woman told.them she asked to use the
resins= at Sonic Drivein and when
she got in the restoom, she locked
herself in. The spokesman said Walker
fled the scene and Sonic personnel
alerted Murray Police.
After undergoing an examination at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the
woman went with Henry County
authorities to Paris for further
questioning, the police spokesman said.
revoked until all books are returned
and the fine is paid. Library patrons are
called or sent a postcard when a book is
one week overdue, and are contacted by
a letter when the books become one
month overdue.
A book depository open 24 hours a day
for the convenience of library users, is
located on the southeast comer of the
library building. Library hours are.
Monday through Thursday from 9:00 to
8:00 p.m., and Friday and Saturday
from 9:00 to 5:00 p.m.
"Let's call this a 'Fall Special' and
take advantage of this bargain week to
return overdue materials to the
library,'? -concluded Mrs. Trevathan.
todays index 
One Section —12 Pages
Classifieds  10, 11
Comics   10
 10
Dear Abby 3
Deaths & Funerals 12
FanarPage 5
Haroscope 2
Let's Stay Well 3
Local Scene '02  3
Opinion Page . .;  4
Sports ' 6  7 8
mostly
sunny
Mostly sunny this afternoon
with highs in the low and mid 70s.
Clear this evening with in-
creasing cloudiness late tonight.
Lows in the mid and upper 40s.
Partly sunny Tuesday with slight
chance for some showers late
afternoon. Highs-from the upper
sib00s to low 70s.
Probabilities of precipitation
are 20 percent Tuesday.
Little or .no precipitation
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Monday, October 3,
Murray Preschool Cor-
poration Parents meeting will
be at seven p.m. _in the Early
Childhood Educational Center
with Dr. Charles May as guest
speaker.
Halloween party for pre-
school through sixth grade
will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray Country.Club
with Judy Muehleman,
Brenda Maddox, Carol Boaz,
and Jana Hughes in' charge of
arrangements.
Youth of She. Oak Grove
Cumberland rresbyterian
Church will sponsor a Haunted
House starting at seven p.141.
This is free to the public.
Special arts and crafts class
for senior citizens will be at St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main, from seven to nine p.m.
Call 753-0929 by three p.m. for
trmisportition.
Friends of the Library will




- Discussion Group will meet
at the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p.m. Note the
later time.
Halloween Party for Girls in
Grades one through six of
First Baptist Church will be at
5t30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Randolph.
Baptist Men of Memorial
Church will meet at twelve
noon at the Triangle Inn for a
11,1.  • planning session.
Singles Unlimited will meet
in parlor of First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
.;with Attorney Steve Sanders
as speaker.
Parents Anonymous will
-meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
_ Call 759-1792 sir_ m.
information.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.








will sponsor a "haunted
house" at seven p.m. at the
church. This is free to the
Public.
Watercolor Painting Classes
will start at Murray Art Guild
with Emily Wolfson as
teacher. Hours will be 1:30 to
4:30p.m.
_ Annual _day meeting of
Calloway County
Homemakers Association will
be held at 9:38 esti at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet in the
church library at two p.m.
with program by Martha
Carter and Jewell Jones.
Hostesses will be Verna
Roberts, Imogene Scott, and




Fellowship will F-dheld at
seven pit Ca church
library with Mrs. C. C. Lowry
as guest speaker.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at The
Health Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to, three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., visiting and
crafts at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and band practice at one
p.m.
Recreation for Senior
Citizens will be at Ellis Center
from six to nine p.m. Call 753-
0929 by three p.m. for tran-
sportation.
Dexter Senior Citizens igill




Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Eths Community Center
with the lesson to be on "Pine
Cone Or Any Christmas
Decorations." Adelle Prit-
chard will be hostess.
Murrby-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will
meet at 9:30, .a.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and ,Acteens
are scheduled-TO -meet at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at seven p.m
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Miss Barbara Dale Campbell
Miss Barbara Dale Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Campbell, 1609 Sycamore Street, Murray, has an-
nounced her engagement and approaching marriage to Troy
Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Troy Garland of Dover, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a senior at Murray High School. She is
the granddaughter of Mrs. Carlene Williams of Murray
Route Three.
, Mr. Garland is presently employed at Dakota Feed &
Grain. He is the grandson of Eula Garland of Murray.
Private ceremonies will be held Saturday, Nov. 4, at five
p.m. at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Diabetes Association
To Meet Here Thursday
The Calloway-Marshall
Affiliate of the American
Diabetes Association will hold
its next meeting on Thursday,
Nov. 2, at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray.
The program will be
presented at two p.m. and
Jan Hough
-Guest Speaker
repeated at seven p.m. to
enable all interested persons
to attend the session most
convenient to them.
Jan Hough, Registered
Dietitian, will be guest
speaker for both the afternoon
and evening meetings. Mrs.
Hough will discuss 'both new
and old ideas in diet exchange
and will be available to an-
swer questions concerning the
diabetic diet.
Mrs. Hotigh is a consultant
dietitian serving the Benton,
Princeton and Cadiz hospitals.
Diabetes and You, a
guidebook for diabetics, will
also be distributed at the
meetings. The guidebook was
published by Woodmen of the
World Murray Court 728 and
-donated to the Calloway-
Marshall diabetes group.
It was developed by Mae
Flood, Murray-Calloway
County dietitian; and Joan
Jenkins, dietetic trainee at the
hospital:
The Murray Transit System
will provide transportation for
the two-p.m. meeting only for
anyone in the city or county.
Persons may arrange for this
service by calling 753-9725 and
making a reservation to be
picked up for the two p.m.
session and returned home at
approximately three p.m.
All persons interested in the
control of diabetes are en-







What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
OCTOBER 31, 1178
Snap out of the doldrums
and fight an urge to be
reclusive. Friends await the
pleasure of your company.
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)1r41  (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Be patient with difficult Your past catches up with
friend or associate. It's a case you in the nicest possible way;
Of the bark being worse than An old debt will be repaid with
the bite. love and interest.
(Apr. 21 to May 21 )64 V.
TAURUS SAGITTARIUS
67 (Nov.( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)  
Don't try to impress others It's a good thing no one can
with your wit. Let your work read your mind. Your
speak for your integrity, of- thoughts could get you in
ficiency and overall worth. trouble. Better change your
GEMINI
An unexpected interruption (Dec. 22 to Jan 20 )34
may upset the order of your When it comes to a certain
day. Instead of dwelling on the VIP, stop trying to impress,
inconvenience, get on with the Relax, let nature take its
lob at hand. course and you'll fare better in
CANCER the long run.
(June 22 to July 23) MP 4411 UIPP AQUARIUS
Romance is definitely in (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
your forecast today providing The wheel of fortune is
you don't spoil things by being spinning in your direction.
critical, jealous or deman- look to save money or make
ding. money in an unexpected way,
LEO A PISCES
(July 24 to Aug. 23) (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20),,X
You will be attracted to Good vibrations where
someone new, and the feeling romance is concerned, but
is mutual. Think twice before better say no to a 
temptingyou make plans that could proposition from aomeonP y(,,j
change your life completely. suspect is up to no good
VIRGO
( Aug, 24 to Sept. 23) "P% YOU BORN TODAY 'Art
A proposed trip excites your have the world at your (pc.,
imagination. You'll have a With your versatiiity, powers
pleasant evening planning the of persuasion, extrovertisb
"-̀ 12,Inerary down to the snallest personality and keen mind
detail. 7.7" 7orhave the qualities a born
LIMA r..1 leader. Realize your, feu
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) AA& potential and sky is the limit
ARIES
focus.





Lanier Baby Girl ( Rebecca)
105 giveria Cis., Murray,
Tolbert Baby Boy (Antha), Rt.
1, Benton. ..
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah R. Laird and
Baby Girl, Bx. 14, Purytar,
Tenn., Mrs. Sherial M. Fox,
Rt. 4, Murray, Roy E. Bynum,
Rt. 5, Bx. 2176, Murray, Jerry
D. Edwards, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Florence V. Olive, -Rt. 7,
Murray, Bill G. Forrester, Rt.
1, Union City, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha S. Porter, 105 S. 12th- -
Apt. B-8, Murray, Mrs.
Martha Winchester, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ellene D.
Evans, Rt. 6, Bx. 104, Murray,
Mrs. Martha A. Lents, 202 E.
14th, Benton, Dennis Woods', -
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Theresa J.
Long, Rt. 5 Bx. 417, Murray,
Miss Cathy L. McClain, 7210
PPgPntilHall., Murray, Mrs,
Sherry G. _ Kerns, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, 'Fred Seavers, Rt. 2,
Water Valley, Mrs. LaDonna
B. Walker, Rt. 8, Benton, Todd
A. Reynolds, Bx. 5228, Hart
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Meda 0.
Outland, 709 Elm, Murray,
Cecil L. Davis, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tenn., Sinden G.
Jobs, Rt. 6 Bx. 238-A, Murray,
Ernest L. Hopper, Rt. 4,
Murray, Daniel 0. Jones, 214
N. k3th, Murray, Mrs. Freddie
M. -"Todd, 1808 B, Strut,
Paducah, Mrs. Allie J.
Wimberly, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Raymuth M. Ross, Rt. 2,
Murray, Filex Salentine, Rt. 3
Bx. 258, Murray, Mrs. Ruby L.
McClain (expired), Bx. 112,
Sedalia.
King Peter of Aragon, in the
middlpf the fourteenth
centtfoutlawed the wear-
ing of false beards in Spain.
NORTH CALLOWAY Elementary School students gather around the trophies which
will be awarded at -the completion of their 1978 Arthritis Read-A-Thon. Each par-
ticipating student must write or give" orally a half page report for each book that he or
she reads. The donations these students collect at the completion of the Read-A-Thon
on Nov. 22 will be-used to support the Arthritis foundation's ongoing programs of




The annual meeting of the
Kenlake Council of Teachers
of Mathematics will be held at
the cafeteria of Reidland
Elementary School at 6:30
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 9.
A presentation "An Over-
view of the Education
Improvement Act of 1978" will
be given by Miss Lydia
Sledge, the mathematics
consultant for the state
Department of Education. She
will have materials for those
in attendance and will allow
time for questions following
the talk, according to a
spokesman.
Reservations may be made
by contacting Dr. Harvey
Elder, president of the
Kenlake Council, at the
Department of Mathematics,




At Sirloin Stockade, lunch Is fast - or it's
fres! Order any of our three' October lunch spe-
cials, Monday thru Saturday. 11 am to 4 pm. If it
isn't ready in 10 minutes, it's FREE)
151.79
FOR YOUR CHOICE
Chopped Steak Meal, Chicken Fry Steak Meal,
or Lunch-Size Steak n' Stuff Meal. All with fries









WE HAVE OPENED 5 Additional Rooms On Our Balcony
& Filling It Full Of Outstanding "Ethan Allen" Furniture,
Lamps, Pictures and Accessory Items All Priced To Save
You From 20% to 50% Including Some Slightly Soiled Floor
Samples, Discontinued Pieces .& One-of-a-Kind Items-All











































Convenient Terms ... Fre. Delivery
I %Mil 1111511 Ii 101‘111‘1.,
PHAN ALLEN RAM RAE
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Q: Mrs. I,G. writes that
her 4-year-old sou is hav-
ing difficulty speaking. He
IS now troubled with
stammering. At times he
speaks easily, but on other
occasions he has great dif-
ficulty. He is in good
health and doing well at
scho(Il.
$hc asks, "Will he likely
outgrow this problem? Is 
helpneeded? We fear that
efforts to help him may
make his stammering
tvorseAle It rather high-
strung."
A: Stammering or
stuttering occurs in about 1
percent of childaen and is




take place at any age in a
child, it is more prevalent
-between the ages of 2 and 4
years, when life becomes a
bit more complicated and
the vocabulary is increas-
ing rapidly.
The cause of stuttering is
not well understood. It ap-
pears to be genetically  re-
lated and may run in a
family for several genera-
tions.
The various muscles
used in speech exhibit a
temporary tightening or
spasm, and tremors may
be noted in the lips -and
tongue. The thought pro-
cesses appear to race
ahead of the capacity of
muscular coordination
needed to express them:
Certain sounds give more
difficulty than others.
Many young children
who stammer, as does
your son, pass through this
phase and recover spon-
taneously in a few months
or a year or so. Family
tensions, such as friction
between parents or compe-
tition between children for
attention and satisfaction,
aggravate speaking prob-
lems in a child. Any
excesses in home tensions
should be resolved if possi-
ble.
You should discuss your
child's speech problem
with your physician. A
physical examination is 
indicated, lie may advise
the use of a speech thera-
pist in your community,
especially if the stammer-
ing is severe and persistent
and appears to be causing
any psychological dam-
age, such as shyness or
loss of confidence. •
-Several weeks of speech
th-erapy can often have
beneficial effects. Older
children may require such
therapy, and it is now
available in many school
systems.
By Abigail Van Buren
„ ISM by 01,C,490 TnbUnlit:P4 V ?darts Synd
DEAR ABBY: I read that the voters in California now
have another Controversial proposition that, is causing a
heated battle. It's Proposition 5, having to do with smoking.
If passed, exactly what will it DO—and NOT do? I do not
live in California, but there's been talk of initiating the same
kind of legislation in my state.
LIKES TO SMOKE
DEAR LIKES: If-passed, Proposition Swill:
Recognize both the right to smoke and the right to
breathe clean air.
Establish non-smoking and smoking sections in
restaurants.
Guarantee non-smokers smoke-free places of employment
while providing smoking areas for employees who smoke.
Create smoke-free hospital rooms unless a smoking room
is requested.
It will not:
Prohibit or restrict the Bale of tobacco products.
Regulate smoking outdoors. .
Restrict smoking in designated smoking sections indoors.
Affect smoking in private places.
Cost the taxpayers money. Instead, it will save tax
&Oars.
Be carved in granite, sinee the Initiative allows the
legislature to amend it with a mere majority vote.
DEAR ABBY: Our son and daughter-in-law have a son (a
college senior) who announced that he plans to marry the
girl with who% he has gone for a long time.
It seems that our son and his wife feel that this girl is not
alight for their son, so they suggested that the young couple
live together for a year while he is in graduate school, hop-
ing the love affair won't survive beyond that time.
This doesn't seem like the right solution to. us. What do
, you think?
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED: Although your son and daughter-
in-law prefer to have their son live with the girl rather than
marry her, the final decision will be made by the young
couple, and not by either the parents or the grandparents.
lOr me.)
.DEAR ABBY: W In the world do they put on this
newspaper that causes. an instant hay fever attack? Two
minutes after I start reading my newspaper my eyes begin
to water, my nose itches and I start to sneeze! In five
minutes I'm weeping.
Has anyon'e else ever complained about this?
4/WARD E.
DEAR HOWARD: Much in today's world news would
make anybody cry. As for your itching schnon, maybe you
have no nose for news. )PS. An allergist might be more
helpful.)
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For AU Occasions." Send 81 and a long, stamped (28 cents)
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
New town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess. its my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood Our shopping areas
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
Inge King 4924348 • Mary Hamilton 753-15570 .
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women met—
at the church for the October
meeting with Jo Lovett as the
leader for the program.
Mrs. Lovett presented a
taped lecture by Dr. Murray
Banks on the subject, "How
To Live With Yourself,"
dealing with various facets of
mental health.
— Dr. Banks said in his lecture
"that there is no such thing as
human behavior without a
- reason, and If we Could only
learn to face, understand, and
accept our life situations, we
would adjust to them, for our
attitude toward our problems
makes 113 what we are. Above
all, he said, strive to be op-
timistic."
Sue Anne Hutson presided
during the business ession.
Glenda Wilson read the 
minutes and called the roll
with 19_ members present.
Anna Wright gave the
financial report. Agnes




Paducah, a music education
major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior piano recital Sunday,
Nov. 5. The program,
scheduled at 2 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
will include a concerto by
Grieg. Dr. James McKeever,
assistant professor of music at
Murray State, will be playing
second piano.
AVOCADO FLAVORS
If you are tired of the same
deviled eggs, try them a new
way. Mash the egg yolks with
an equal amount of mashed
ripe avocado. Moisten with a
bit of lemon juice, olive oil,
and a generous amount of salt.
Pile into egg white and gar-
nishWith a slice of green olive.
Another flavor treat is to mix
a bit of crumbled blue cheese
and mayonnaise to the egg
yolks and stuff into whites













1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky. 753-0317
Opel' Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 pm.
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Iii addition, a list of spe-
cial clinics which treat
stammering is available
from the American Speech
arK1 Hearing Association,
Rockyille, Md. It can sup-
ply you or your physician
with a list of approved,
clinics and the names of
therapists around the,
country, including your
area, should your son re-





Associated Prey.' Food Editor
LIGHT SUPPER
Peas, Bacon and Rice
Salad Bowl
Fruit Beverage
PEAS, BACON, RICE 
'2 cup c-onverted rice
4 slices bacon
1 medium onion, chopped
medium-fine
15-ounce can black-eyed peas,
undrained
Cook the rice according to
_package directions. In a 10-inch
• skillet- cook the bacon until
crisp; remove, drain and
crumble coarsely. In the bacon
fat in the skillet gently cook the
onion until tender; add the un-
drained peas and heat; mix in
the rice and bacon. Reheat if
necessary. Makes 4 servings.
Harper-Smith
Miss Debora June Hurper 
Mr. and Mrs. John Wayne Harper of Hermitage, Tenn.,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Debora June, to
Thomas Craig Smith, son of Mrs. Sue Smith of Hermitage,
Tenn., and R. D. Smith of Nashville, Tenn.
A December 1st wedding is planned.
Miss Harper is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Garrison of Murray and Mrs. Sarah Harper of Key West,
Fla-., and the late Mr. Harper. She is a graduate of DuPont
High School, Old Hickory, Tenn., and is employed by
Donelson Clinic, Donelson, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grapdson of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Thomas of Old Hickory, Tenn., Tom Smith of Conway, Ark.,
and Mrs. Thelma Johnson of Little Rock, Ark. He is em-
ployed at Hoover Crushed Stone, Nashville, Tenn.
Prenuptial Events Are
Given For Miss Redick
Several other prenuptial
events were held in honor of
Miss Mitzi Redick, bride-elect
of Keith McGinnis.
A te. shower was held in the
home of Marlene Beach on




Parks. Joanna Sykes, Dean
Stephenson, Virgil Grogan,
and -Marlene Beach as
hostesses.
The honoree was presented
a corsage of eight white
rosebuds with baby's breath
and ribbon. Her mother, Doll
•Redick, and her mother-in-law
to be, Polly McGinnis, had
corsages of pink rosebuds.
Guests were greeted at the
door and invited to sign the
bride's book at the table
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with a bud vase of
three rosebuds.
The tea table was overlaid
with a white cloth edged in
wide white lace. A silver
container held a beautiful
arrangement of white, yellow,
and shades of pink roses from
the garden of Clovis Jones and
arranged by Virgil Grogan.
Individual cakes decorated
with rosebuds, mints, nuts,
and punch were served. The
guests were invited to see the
display of gifts.
Sixty-five persons were
present or sent gifts.
Patricia Parrish was
hostess for a pottery, crystal,
and linen shower held Oct. 21'
at three p.m. at the Com-
munity Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
The, guests signed the
register at a table overlaid
with i yellow and white
checked cloth. Gifts were
placed on a white covered
table with a tissue paper bride
arranger-lent.- -
A double heart cake.
decorated with yellow nisei,
mints _with tiny _rosebuds,.•
nuts, and punch were served
from crystal and silver ap-
pointments. A silver, can-
delabrum with yellow tapers
centered the table overlaid
with a white cloth edged with
yellow roses.
The honoree was presented
a corsage of yellow roses. The
mothers, Doll Redick and
Polly McGinnis, were
presented corsages of yellow
rosebuds. -
Miss Parrish presented the
honoree with a. set of
decorative soaps and a towel
ensemble. •
Mrs. Norma Hainsworth
was the hostess for a
household shower held in her
-home on Oct. 24.
Guests were welcomed a'
the door and asked to sign the
register. An antique trunk
held the -gifts which the
honoree opened with the
assistance, of Miss Karen
Hainsworth and Miss Deanna
Beard.
Refreshments of homemade
brownies, cookie bars, candy,
nuts, and punch were served
on individual snack trays.
Mrs. Hainsworlh and pier
mother, Mrs. Mary Parrish,
presented the honoree with a
pyrex baking set as a wedding
gift.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Osmus
To Be Honored On Nov.. -4
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus of Murray Route Eight will be
honored with an open house on Saturday, Nov. 4, starting at
two p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper of Murray
Route Seven, at Lynn Grove.
The couple was married 35 years ago in Joliet, Ill., where
they lived before moving to Murray in 1970. Mrs. Osmus is
the former 1Ffnces Washam and is a native of Murray. Mr.
Osmus is ethp,oyed by Derby Oil Company, _ 
Mr. and Mr Osmus have six children who are Mrs. Gene
(Donna) Giugler Of Joliet, Ill., Mrs Bill (Tres) Vergonet of
Morris, Ill.., Mrs. John -tLilj Cooper of Lynn Grove, Hubert
Osmus of Washington, D. C., Ri)bert Osmus of Dallas, Texas,
and Miss Wende Osmus who resides with her parents and
attends North Calloway Elementary School.
The couple also has seven grandchildren.


































from mam new scenic ha c kgrounds and poses ih,*isOviop
One per subtect two per family lin
portraits znarlable m all sves at reasonable prtces 
lin.edditronat sat:neer —2--- ---- --- ---
under 18 must be accompanied by patent or guardian.
finished portraits dei,ered at store
friendly. professional service.










i• 1es, ,nal Duo-Image p,,,trela > One of the most fascinatin .c
-can rwdifferent facial expressions in one portrait We create
one person or include two different people F or example k rc c




Tuesday, Oct. 31 '4 Thru Saturday, Nov. 4
Photo Hours:
Bel-Air Daily 10-1, 2-5, 6-8
Center Saturday 10-1, 2-4:30
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111EARTLiN
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. :114=ise Is is answer
questions ertAilleizes- fag. U
have a ceseeliseie a ipsokiasa set
4" answered In these eshomes, write
Heartline, 114 East Clayton Street, West- -- -
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you mast
include a stamped, seli-addressed
' .envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I sin totally confused.
I am drawing Social Security
_ „retirement and also working. This new
,1 ruling on allowed income just goes rightover my head. I thought that the 'monthly alkwed income had 'been
t' completely done away with, and that
t now the only one to be concerned with is
t the yearly allowed income amount.
, However, several people have
I • disagreed with me lately, and now I'm'I
4 concerned that I could be smog. Pleases
7, explain this to me.- --VEIL-- -
3 The Social Security bill enacted Jan.:r
4 1, 1978, eliminates the monthly earning
I
measure, except during your first year
of retirement. A person who starts (or
started t drawing benefits in 1978 will
receive a full Social Security benefit for
t any month in which their income is less
than 8270 ( or ;333.33 if over age 65). For
; those retiring in 1979, the monthly limit
1 is $290 per month or $375 if over age65). Remember, this monthly earnings ,s limit is only for the year in which you
„S! retire. After that, it reverts to the
yearly limit.
i HEARTLINE: My mother is 82 yearsold and living in my home. I really•
e • cannot take care of her any longer as I
$ am recently disabled. I would like to
so know the requirements lieing eligible
5 for receiving 100 days of coverage in
5 skilled nursing facility under Medicare.
There :are six basic requirements.
1 They are:•
1. Your medical care needs require
daily skilled nursing car% or skilled
rehabilitation, services;
• 2 A doctor dermines that you need
skilled nursing .or rehabilitation ser-
vices and orders such for you;
t 3. You have been in a participating
hospital for at least three days in a row
7, - before your admission to the skilled
t nursing facility
t 4. You are admitted within a limited
period, generally 14 days after you
• leave the hospital;
-...••••: 5. You are admitted for furtliers
it-Ireatinerit Of a condition -for which you
- were treated in the hospital; and,
s' 6. The skilled nursing facility hor
Medicare approved.
Heartline offers a book that covers
;the entire Medicare program. Thebook
;41i written in easy-to-understand
uestionsiind-answer form. To order
- new_1979---editied- $2.00 to
1711earttine's Guide to Medicare," 114
YEsit Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
031. Please allow six weeks for
Funny,
Funny World
From the Western Daily Express in
England: Reporting a divorce suit, the
5.'• (complaint) testified that part of her
ot against him was telling him she
the child she was beating would
! be colored. She also began drinking
ijarge amounts of black currant juice.
Mr. Palmer who is now unemployed
said, "I was born a girl but I felt I was a
jely since I wore my first pair of
ellingtons. (Wellingtons are rubber
iboots first designed by the Duke of the
"same name.)
Bristol, mgt. Pest)
FFV4 subset-1)er Hal Goldberg. was
- Vert in Mann County and queried a
llizen. "Where will I find Pine Tree
'Lane?" "I'm a pedestrian," replied the
ji:sserby coldly. "I refrain fromIping a utonlptiles."
re't
ABOUT THIS PAGE
A Editorials, columns and other
IC :opinionated articles on this page are
• presented for the purpose of
if
providing a forum for the free
. exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
• Times strongly 'believethat to limit
• opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
;philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed pith a letter to the
editor. s .
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader el that the kaasie merits
the attention of the general public, •
we welcome a letter to the editor or.





costs are unbelievable ElerYthinit is
up, up, ap! What is the cause of this and
what can we do about it? - S.F.
-• • Since, 1963 medicaL cents have
escalated nearly 450 percent. This
soaring rise is mostly due to the
kgmiovenunlkoit seeofado.apliarshospispze:t construction.by he
hospital beds. The annual bill for
eev be 
keeping these unused beds ready to use
the hospital for more tests, etc., just to
is approximately $2 billion dollars.
Doctors also call for extended stays in
In the U.S. there are over 100,000 empty 
and hospitals
purchase new, more expensive
•equipment when the hospital right
down the road has a similar machine.
Meanwhile, costs keep going up. What
can We do about it? Cut government
vending.
HEARTLINE: Is it required by law
that everyone have a Social Security
number? - T.J.
No. However, anyone who is em-
ployed in work covered by Social
Security must have a number for
proper recording of his earnings.
Certain other federal agencies alsos
have regulations requiring the use of
Social Security numbers in their
programs: the Internal Revenue
Service requires all taxpayers to use
the number as the taxpayer iden-
ItificatIon number; the military ser-
vices now use the Social Security
number in place of serial numbers; the
number is a requirernent for eligthiltty
for assistance under the Aid to Families
with the Dependent Children (AFDC)
sirogram. Many other public and
private agencies ask for the number on
their forms and applications, but such
requests are generally not based on any
legal requirements.
Commonwealth Consumer Associated Press Writer
ybucamacyseitvi
agEP FoR TrIE













FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - If you're
. one of hundreds of Kentuckians who
purchased homes ( with Construction
flaws from Jim Walter !Imam Inc., be
. patient: help- is on the way.- .
• Repair work began last month on 100
homes in the eastern Kentucky counties
of Pike, Floyd, Letcher and Harlan, and
should be completed there by next
month, according to Ruth Bader, an
assistant attorney general la the
Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division.
Under the terms of a &init settlement
last spring, Walter, the nation's largest
homebuilder, agreed to pay the cost of
inspecting and correcting all, con-
struction flaws in its homes built in
Kentucky since June 16, 1972 - the day
the state's consumer protection act
took effect.
The settlement included a provision
requiring the Florida-based chain to
pay the attorney general up to $25,000 a
year to hire a building inspector.
Walters agreed to joint inspections by
a company inspector and the attorney
general's inspector to determine the
validity of claims and to perform
follow-up inspections to see that repairs
were done properly.
The state was divided into eight
regions, and Miss Baxter said she is
optimistic that the inspectors will be
able to complete their work within a
year.
Construction Crews are going in right
behind the inspectors to repair flaws,
she said. Following completion of
repairs, the inspectors return to certify
that the work has been done properly.
On Nov. 8, inspectors will begin
checking homes in Region Two, which
includes Perry, Knox, Knott, Leslie,
Clay, Laurel, Whitley and Bell counties.
"Our biggest problem is that people
aren't patient, and I don't blame
them," Miss Baxter said.
Most of the worst complaints were in
eastern Kentucky, but if the weather
turns bad there, inspectors may begin
working on claims in western Ken-
lkiitirray Ledger & Times
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Walter sent oil 2,200 claim forms last
June and received 856 claims, of which
64 were not valid.
Starnes people have sold their houses,
souk have deeded them back to the •
company, and some houses have
burned, Miss Barter said. The con-
sumer protection division is looking for
about 200 others.
In Region One, 85 percent of the 119
homes inspected were found to have
valid claims.
Of those 100, 32 were repaired by the
company; 35 received a cash set-
tlement; six had a part replaced, such
as a window or water beater; 11 are
considering cash settlement offers, 11
are pending settlement, three refused
the. company's offer and will sue
privately, and two claims will go to
arbitration since the inspectors
couldn't agree.
The settlement was reached after the
consumer protection division filed suit
accusing Jim Walter of violating
Kentucky's consumer protection act by
building homes that lacked the work-
manship and quality materials
promised by company advertising.
The agreement also provides 10-year
construction warranties on all Walters
homes built in the state since June,
1972.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state andsfederal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representatis
may be reached through t)•
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. •
Here are the mailing addresses •
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washings
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 CannorrHiaise Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40801. Horne
addresses of state legislators
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By S. C. an Curoo
Regulating
Strip Mining
FRANKFORT - All forces in Ken-
tucky related to the coal industry seem
to want the state to have primacy in
regulation of the surface mining in-
dustry in the state.
The big question now is whether the
U.S. Department of Labor, Office of
Surface Mining, will accept Kentucky's
broad 1978 law and •to-be-develbped
regulations to regulate the industry
instead of federal regulation.
This was the subject attacked by
James "Jitter" Allen, chairman of the
Subcommittee on Surface Mining, at its
last hearing in Frankfort, October 16.
After more than six hours of public
hearing, Allen said his understanding
was that the legislature's intent;was to
draft the law broad enough to "allow
regulations to be written to conform
with federal regulations" to let the
state control regulation of the industry
instead of the federal government.
The problem is that the federal
regulations were not drafted while the
legislature was in session. The •first
draft. of federal, regulations,. was not
completed until July 21. The proposed
permanent regulations were not
printed in the Federal Register until
September 18, 1978.
The state is now in the process of
drawing its regulations in hopes that
The Federal Government will let the
state have primacy control over strip
mine operations in the state.
gepresentatives of the coal industry,
the state and other groups interested in
the environment raised objections to
the federal regulations at the October
hearing. Some of the environmental
groups wanted specific statements in
the regulations that would permit their
filing objections in certain mining
situations while the coal group
representatives wanted more precise
clarification of many sections of the
proposed regulations.
Allen said he has found several
contradictions in the proposed federal





The Purple Heart and Good tkinhat
Medal were presented to Mr:`and Mrs.
Ewing R. Wilkinson, parents of the late
Cpl. Gary Wilkinson who was killed in
action in Vietnam, by CA& ..r.ff W.
----Strdsong, Jr., professor of military
science at Murray State University.
Deaths reported include Charlie
Andrew Taylor. _
Mr. and Mrs. Burie R. Charlton Will
observe their golden wedding an-
niversary on Nov. 4. •
Dr. Kenneth Harrell spoke on "World
Affairs of today" at the meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
Henry Warren.
Dan McDaniel of Washington, Ind., is
the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
• Lubie McDaniel.
Pork chops are advertised at 39 cents
per pound in the ad for Swann's Market
this weak. 
legislative subcommittee to send two
representatives ,to the October 24
hearing in Knoxville conducted by the
federal office of surface mining.
Allen and State Senator Leo Marcum
of Martin County appeared at the
Knoxville hearing supporting Ken-
tucky's stance for contrqping surface
mining.
Eugene Mooney, secretary of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, said his department would-
have only three weeks to draft state
regulations. after the federal
regulations become permanent Feb. 3,
1979. If the federal government doesn't
accept Kentucky's present statutes, he
said a special session of the legislature
would have to be called. There's no
way, Mooney said, that Kentucky could
meet such a deadline. He said he has a
"distinct feeling animosity against
Kentucky carried over from Ken-
tucky's position on the proposed federal
laws."
He also went on to complain that "too
many ,areas covered by the OSM are
unclear." He said the economic impact
on Kentucky, the leading coal
producing state in the union, would be
great. He said bonding costs and the
triple permit cost required would be
significantly higher and kill all but the
very small and very large operations.
The statement from Ralph Madison,
representing the Kentucky Audubon
-Council, came somewhat as a surprise.
He cited anticipated energy
requirements up to the year 2,000. "The
real issue," he slid, "is not individual
sections of the regulations. The real
issue is how to get the coal industry into
thinking about super-high production.
"Sooner or later, and probably sooner
than you think, the general public is
going to realize that it is the coal in-
dustry that will be responsible for gas
to heat their homes." ,
In effect, he said let's get on with
production and iron out the wrinkles as
they develop.
Pictured are two beautiful female
puppies. They are part labrador
ret MOM' and part German short-
haired pointer. One Is black and white
and the other is chocolate and white.
With these pups could make
excellent retreivers for any hunter
looking for just the right dog. Come to
the Animal Shelter at 105 East
Sycamore Ext. and take one home with
you.
• Animals At Shelter
I. female black and brown
pup, about 6 weeks old -
2. four red female .Irinh Setter
pies, about 2 months Old
3. two male shepherd-collie
black, about 7 weeks
4. female shepherd--colBe pup,
about 7 weeks old
Is female adult black and
shepherd








7. beautiful male English Shepherd,
black and white'
8. male brown and white beagle-
hound, brown and white
9. male adult shepherd, brown'
10. beautiful female black and silver
'shepherd, guard dog type
11. gentle black and brown female
shepherd, small and quiet
12. female part beagle, brown with,,
black markings
13. white spayed female cat
14. three black female cats
15. male yellow cat
16. male gray and white cat
17. female gray and white tiger
stripped cat, about 4 months old
18. four beautiful Irish Setter puppies,
about 2 months old
19. two female red Irish Setters,
adults
20. female black labrador retreiver,
about 4 months old
21. female adult•Shepherd, black and
silver, small size •(
Bible Thought
20 Years Ago
Freeman Peeler was killed in an
'automobile accident on South 641 at the
city limits of Murray on Oct. 28.
Other deaths reported include John
Rudy Oury and Quade Rogers.
Ann Herron, reference librarian at
Murray State College, attended the
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Library Association held at Louisville
Oct. 22-25.
Oleta Elkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Elkins of New Concord,
was among the ten nursing students to
graduate from Jennie Stuart Memorial
Hospital, Hopkinsville, in association
with the Murray State College School cf
Nursing.
Officers of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship of Cole's Camp Ground
Methodist Church include Jerry
Nelson, Donald Williams, Ann
Charlton, Wendell Lovett, Jerry
Lassiter, Don Nelson, and Sandra
Outland.
In high school basketball genies
Hazel lost to Farmington and Lynn
Grove lost to Carlisle (County. High
scorers for each team were Smith 38 for
Farmington, Erwin 28 for Hazel, Turk
Wier Carlisle, and Butterworth 26 -for
Lynn Grove.
30'Years Ago
Today is the 16thhomecoming at
Murray State College. The annual
parade is being held this morning, and
the football game between Murray and,
Tennessee Tech is this afternoon.
Mrs. 011ie Barnett is attending the
three days' regional meeting of Girl
Scout Commissioners at Columbus,
Ohio.
Murray High Schook Tigers beat the
Sturgis Golden Bears 19 to 7 for
Murray's sixth football victory of the
season.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Workman on Oct. 25; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eulas Fennell on
Oct. 25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Rudy Allbritten on Oct. 26; a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. Loren Putnam on Oct. 23
• Showing at the Varsity Theatre
"Eyes of Texas" staffing Roy Rogers
and Trigger.
Why heholdest thou the mole that is In
thy brother's eye but conelderest not
the beam that is in tliine own eye? -
Matthew 7;3,
AD, inacsiption on the Court House in
Walls Walla, Washington, advises.
"Judge thyself with sincerity and thou
ilUudgelby zeighburAvith_charity_"_...
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 30, the 303rd
day of 1978. There are 62 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1922, Benito Mussolini
became premier of Italy and formed a
Fascist government.
On this date: -
In 1735, the second U.S. president.
John. Adams, was born in Braintree.
Mass.
In 1918, Turkey signed the World War
I armistice as a defeated nation.
In 1938, there was panic across a good
part of the U.S., caused by an Orson
Welles broadcast depicting an invasion
from Mars.
In 1941, a U.S. Navy destroyer was
sunk by a .German submarine off
Iceland. The act led to the repeal of the
U.S. Neutrality Act.
In 1966, violent demonstrations broke
out in Malaysia during a visit by U.S.
President Lyndon Johnson.
In 1975,Prince Juan Carlos de Borbon
assumed powers as Spain's chief of
State.
Ten years ago: Charters were signed
in Czechoslovakia creating Czech and
Slovak states with greater autonomy
but joined in a federation.
Five years ago: The House Judiciary
Committee began to consider possible
impeachment -proceedings against
President Richard Nixon.
One year ago: U.6. Ambassador
Andrew Young said he did not favor-a
ban on nuclear fuel for South Africa
because it would encourage the Soutl:
Africans to step up their own capacity
to develnp nuclear weapons. .
Today's birthdays: Air Force
Secretary Robert Seamans is 60 years
old. Actor Henry Winkler is 33. Ted
Williams of baseball's Hall of Fame Is
60. Center fiekt6r Mickey Rivers of the
New. York Yankees is 30:
Thought for today: "Another thing
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This year alone over 5,000
Americans_ mill—dia--frosa
poisonings — 95 percent of
which can be prevented. To
avoid an accident in your
Mme, properly use, store and
dispose of poisonous sub-
stances.
What ' are potentially
dangerous substances?
Generally, drugs, beauty aids,
household products, peeling
lead paint and poisonous
fumes are hazardous. A more







After You become aware dr-
what substances are
poisonous and conscious of
safe use, storage and disposal
of them, your home will be
safer and your efforts second
nature. - _
Start by proper use. Always
take medicine in a well-lit
place so you can read the label
and be sure you're taking the
right thing and not someone
else's medication. Avoid
medicine in front of children:
FARMERS!






farmers  . 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers.. .1-8592-5409





they may mimic you some
day. And, never refer to
children's medicine as candy
when you're administering it.
Watch children so they don't
chew on pottery, paint chips,
_tow that are _ painted, or
comics and newsprint.
Carbon monoxide fumes
given off in an enclosed area
can be fatal. Never leave a car
running in a closed garage or
use a charcoal grill indoors. If
you-live a Tu-el burning space
heater, check the vent pipes
and heat exchangers for loose
joints and cracks. Of course,




locked up and out of reach of
children. Keep products in
their original containers, or be
sure to label if you switch
containers. Never store or use
hazardous substances near
food.
Finally, when you dispose of
unneeded or out-of-date
medicines throw them in the
garbage. You could con-
taminate your sewage system
by rinsing them down the sink.
"That's not our car That
one's got a mashed fender
..,00000h, that is our car..."
Good thing we've got
the Shieldr
for your car And all your other snuaranre needs
lir. tweak firm >our ramtlay




A BALE Of BURLEY tobacco is shown properly tied and tagged in the foreground.Standing behind the burley box left to right are: Carmon Parks, Don Murdock, BarryGrogan, Harold Grogan, Johnnie Stockdale, Ray Broach and Ted Howard.




forces on _Tuesday, Oct. 17, to
provide a meeting to
familiarize area farmers in
the new method of preparing
burley tobacco lii the bale. The
program was conducted at the
Murray Vocational Center
with Ted Howard, County
Agent; Cannon Parks,
president Of • the 'Calloway





The preparation of burley
tobacco -for market has
changed little in the past 50
years. As with all types of
tobacco grown in this area,
large amounts of hand labor is
required in production.
Almost one-half of the time
spent on burley will be in the
stripping and tying into
"hands." This new method
permits the process of tying
Into "hands" to be omitted,
McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
(the Tractor Specialist)
presents
The cASE 90 peries
Now 2090:
108 hp* (80 kW)
Now 2390:
160 hp* (199 kW)
Now 2290:
128 hp* (95 kW
Four new models: 108 hp* (80 kW); 128
hp (95 kW); 160 hp (119 kW), 180 hp
(134 kW). Long life 504-cube Case-built
diesel engines 0 All new hydraulics 0
The bigiet,. cleanest, quietest Case-
built cab 0 New super:seasy "President's
Chair 0 Standard Diff-Loc. New Swing-
out batteries 0 Dozens of other features
for your comfort and field productivity El
*All hp are Mfr. Est. pto
Whether you'rit a "Case man" or not,
you should seethes* groat new tractors
. . . from the company that builds
nothing but tractors to serve the
- agricultural market.
Stokin today. See the new Case 90's
_Meet Equipment Co., Inc.
75-3-3062 — $02 Walnut
EWE
thus lowering the labor
required.
The program for marketing
burley in the bale will be
conducted this year on a
limited basis. Only those who
previously requested to bale a
portion, of their crop through
the Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service will
be permitted to do so.
Harold Grogan, Carpentry
Class instructor at the Murray
Vocational Center, con-
structed the special burley
baling box.. The Calloway
County Farm Bureau
provided the materials u:s-ain
thebox. • ,
For those interested in
marketing burley in this
fashion, they should contact
the County Extension office
for specific information. For
this program to be effective, it
will be necessary that care be
taken with the tobacco just as
it is in the "hand tyed"




John Brinkley has been
selected to represent District I
of the Farm Bureau
Federation in the state Farm
Bureau discussion meet set
during the state Farm Bureau
convention in Louisville Dec.
7-9.
The son of Mr, and Mrs.
John ftr. Brinkley, he is a 1978
graduate of Calloway County
High where he was




County High he was a member
of the speech team which won
the state title as well as a
member of the BETA Club,
SAE and PEP Club.
Brinkley currently attends
!hurray State University
where he is majoring in
physics.
According to a Farm
Bureau spokesman, the
discussion meet will involve 10
districts in the state and will
relate to four topics:
— Policy
development -- What it means
and how to make it work;
— Who should own and
control the land?;
-- What can the farmer and
rancher do to have more input
in domestic and inernational
marketing, processing and
transportation of his product?
and; •
What should Farm
Bureau's role be in energy
research and development?
According to the
Spokesman, the winner 61 the
state contest will represent-
Ikektiacky.7' in OW, •-nOtional
Farm Bureau meet in Miami,
F10., in January, 1979. •
Tax Institute Se t
A schedule of 12 Farm Tax
Institutes has been announced
by the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice. The annual two-day
sessions are jointly sponsored
by the University of Kentucky,
the Internal Revenue Service
and the Kentucky Department
of Revenue.
In the Calloway County
area, a.F.arm Tax Institute is
scheduled for Dec. 7-0 at
management will play an
important part. A few con-
siderations would be that only
tobacco in medium to low
"order" should be baled. The
leaf should be "classed" and
baled accordingly because it
will be graded prior to the
sale. Bales should be uniform
in size and density to make
handling easier. .
If everyone will do a good 
job in marketing burley in the












Kentucky Dam Village Stitie
Park near Gilbertsville. Daily
hours are11:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
A $20 enrollment fee is
Charged for each two-day
institute. For additional in-
formation or .to register,
phone the U.K. Agriculture
Economics Department (606-
257-2981) or write: Farm Tax
Institute; Agriculture Science




Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . . . in one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies a day . . . a












Mr. Cdbper maintains a herd of 53 sows that recently farrowed 9.7 line of pigs thatwere marketed with an average weaning weight at 8 wks. of age 47.6 pounds per pig.Mr. Cooper statesmany reasons for being on the Supersweet Program.
(A) Quality Products At Economical Price.
(B) Free Consultant Service From Supersweet Personnel.
(C) Programs Designed For The Modern Hog Producer Today.
(D) Delivery Service Available On Supersweet Feeds.
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Colonels Take 24-21 Homecoming Victory
•
a.
Racers Dominate, But Eas
• By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. — In the tomb-like
silence of the Mtzeray State dressing
room, Mike Gottfried talked of the
kotball game that had ended only
Moments earlier. .
The eqntest featured a Racer of-
fensive performance that kept the
La stern Kentucky Homecoming crowd
of 19,3n0 silent * it watched Murray
move up and down1teld airriost at
will. -
"Lots of people come up to me and say
'you really played them close; good
game," said Gottfried. "But I'm not
satisfied with that. We should have won
this game, but we tEdn't."
The Coirov.is' Dale Patton scored
from five yards out with °ay 3:30 left
in the game to provide Eastern with a
pulsating 24-21 Ohio Valley Conference
victory Saturday afternoon at Hanger
Field.
--mire -had the lead and th—e-Vall,"
Gottfried said: "And we didn't keep -
either."
The Racers overwhelmed the con-
ference's leader in total offense. yar-
dage. outgaining the hosts 419-244. That
mark in ell,aPri 231-yards 'rushing and--
193 yards passing on Mike Dickens' 14
of n performance.
Eastern took a 17-15 lead — the lead
changed hands eight times — on
sophomore David Flores' 23-yard field
goal with 3:47 left in the third quarter.
Murray proceeded to drive from its
own 33 on the ensuing kickoff, using 15
plays before Danny Lee Johnson scored
from one yard to give the Racers their
last lead, 21-17 with 12:09 left in the
game.
The Colonels managed to go nowhere
on their next possession, and Murray
found itself with the ball on their 17-
yard line arid the lead with 11 minutes
left.
Dickens found David Thomas over
the middle for one first down, before
perhaps the most crucial play of the
game.
On third down and three at the Racer
35, Dickens scrambled, evading at least
two would-be tacklers, before he
sighted Jeff Braaten in the flat. •
Thetvansville senior threw ,low, and
Braaten couldn't hang on to the ball.
That forced Wes Furgerson's only punt
of the afternoon — a 41-yarder — that
gave Eastern the ball on its 25.
-Wes got a off a great punt, and we had
them back where we wanted them,"
said Gottfried. "You just can't let a
team drive the ball that far on you in
the fourth quarter and expect to win."
Eastern did, however. Quarterback
Bill Hughes, the OVC's leader in total
offense prior to the game, completed
the only pass of the drive to David
Booze at the Colonel 44
Nine rushing plays and three first
downs later, Patton scored the touch-
down that eventually won the game for
Eastern.
The Racer offense had the ball twice
more, but could move neither time.
With 3:30 left, Dickens tried to hit
Braaten on third and seven near the
right sideline, but the official ruled the
Murray receiver was out of bounds, a
call that left the Racer coaches
clamoring.
Another incomplete pass turned the
ball over to Eastern on downs. The
 Colonels movedlo the Murray.26.hutrin_
third and twe. a Murray player...was
-assessed with an unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty, giving Eastern a first
down at the 13.
The Racers finally got the ball back
with 14 seconds left six plays later, but
two desperation passes by Dickens
were unsuccesssful. The second. wa,s
picked off by Rodney Byrd, who
returned to. the Murray 17 as time
expired.
Murray received the kickoff to open
the game, and marched down the field
for the first score. The series covered 16
plays, with Johnson's sweep around left
end providing the 6-0 lead.
Thomas' try for the extra point failed,
a miss that proved costly. The Racers
went for two points each time after
scoring their last two touchdowns, bet
Johnson was stopped cold on both rim
attempts.
Johnson failed to pick up at least 100
yards rushing Or the first time this
season. His yards on 29 tries gave
him 1,042 forlhe year, leaving him 361
yards short of the all-time Racer season
rushing mark, Don Clayton's 1973 total
of 1,403.
The Racer defense held on Eastern's
first possession, but on Murray's
subsequent possession, Dickens' pass
was picked off at the Colonel 29 by
sophomore Charles Brunson, who
returned it 26 yards.
That set up the hosts' first touch-
down, a two-yard run by Patton with 21
seconds left in the first quarter.
.1.
The Racers scored again on their
next possession, with Dickens' pass to
Greg King for 40 yards the key play. It
put the ball on the Eastern 16, and
Dickens carried from five yards out
five plays later for a 12-7 Murray ad-
vantage.
It took only 14 seconds for the
Colonels to regain the lead. Freshman
Jerry Parrish caught Thomas' kickoff,
evaded a tackle and suddenly found
himself with a wide open field to the
goal line. He raced Re yards and
Eastern again led, 14-12.
"Our kickoff coverage was just
terrible," said Gottfried. "A complete
breakdown." Parrish ended the af-
ternoon with 202 yards in four kickoff
runs.
Murray managed a 15-14 hadtirne
lead via a Jim Dunnaway 26-yard field
goal. The three points came on his
second attempt after the Colonels were
penalized for roughing the kicker 
Eastern's David Flores had missed
minutes earlier on a 39-yard try.
Dunnaway missed another attempt —
actually, two, as Eastern was assessed
the same penalty — from 29 yards with
:26 left in the same period. -
_ _Junior linebacker Tony Boone led
Murray defenders with a whopping 13
tackles and an assist, followed by Bruce
Martin, who had 11 and three.
The loss snapped the Racers' three-
game win streak and dropped them to 3-
4 overall and 1-3 in conference play.
Eastern improved its mark to 5-2 and 3- - ---t
Murray travels to Austin Peay for a
1:30 p.m. contest — the Governors'
homecoming game — Saturday.
Illarrey tam.,
FIrst Dovms 27 16
Rushes-yds 51-=6 43-195
Passing yds 103 49
Total offense 419 244
Passes 14-29-3 3-94 .,.*Punts-avg. 1-41 3-35.0
Punt ret-yds 0-0 1-1




Rushing - Ty rus Bralen, 16-95; Danny
Let-Johnson, 29-79: Mike Dickens, 0.1;
George Turnley, 1-10 -e -.3 •
Passing' - Mike Dickens. 14-29-1(1631.
Receiving - David Thomas, 1-113;
Greg King., 3-60, Jeff Braaten, 3-34;
Keith Swearington, 1-11
Puritiftg---, Wes Fargerson-,- 1- 41, ..
Interceptions - Jerry Powell:4d
Kickoff returns - Billy Levis, 4-110.
Leading udders. assists - Tony
Boone. 13-1; Bruce Martin, 11-3; Jeff
Gardner. 9-0. David Reagan, 64 ; Greg
Evans, 7-1; Bill Shannon, 6-0; Billy
Lewis, 5-1: Glen Jones. 5-1.*
Calloway County-Girls Qualify
4 For-State-Cross Country Meet
CADIZ, Ky.. It was an
intra-team meet, of sorts, for
the Calloway County girls'
cross country team during the
Region I Class AA high school
cross country championships
Saturday.
Only two other schools were
entered in the girls' division,
and those two — Hopkinsville
and Christian County — took
the first two places.
Under the rules of the event,
the top two teams and top five
individuals not on those two
teams advanced to the state
meet at the Kentucky • Horse
• .. -
Park in Lexington, Saturday
at3 p.m.
That left the five spots open
for the Calloway girls and a
lone Tilghman runner for
which to compete.
Senior Rose Ross was the
best finisher for the Lakerk,
taking 10th place in 12:16_over
the 3,0007-meter course. 120i
was Melissa Miller 12:33),
followed by Stephanie Wuest
(15th. 12:56 and Ellen Mahan
16th, 13:07i. Those four all






Overbey il8th, 13:16), Denise
Rutherford 19th. 13:30) and
Jane Ann Barrow (22nd,
15:44).
In the boys' competition, the
Lakers failed to qualify a
runner for the state com-
petition. Craig Robertson, a
freshman, was the -best
finisher for Calloway, cap-
turing 20th place.
Other Laker runners were
Freddy Vincent, Freddy
O'Brien, Marty Wyatt, Jimmy
Bynum, Tommy Fike a
Brad Sparks.
Christian County won the
event, and Paducah Tilghman
placed second.
runners Russell, Newport
PennYtOnly Ranked To Fall
You know what kinds of needs you have, but now
you're beginning to wonder about exact details and
.Cpstt. That's where we can help. Because building
attractive. functional buildings on-time and within
:the budget is our business:
Well help you plan a building that meets all the
*pedal demands your business calls for. An attractive
--lippearance. interior flexibility and special energy
saving features can be a Part of your new building.
Quick occupancy without unnecessary delays is
a must. And, after all the, details are determined,
you'll get a firm price that won't change t v,ug#ktljt
Vie lob..
• If you're ready to start planning anew building.
• plan on tit. Building is our business. And we have a
*pedal report on buildings we'd like you to have. Call
iar write for your free copy. or/ II
10-1-4,11.8r0 "'Leer:tam
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2 lox 525
Calvert City, Icptiockit.42429
Phone: 145-4104
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The ol'
upset bug took most of the
weekend off, with the result
that only two of 25 teams
ranked in The Associated
Press' poll were beaten.
It figured thin one ranked
team would fall when No. 3
Greenup County of State
AAAA played Russell, the
second-rated State AA football
team. It turned out to be
Russell, which dropped a 15-14
decision when Greenup
County got third-period
scoring runs from Brian
Salisbury and Jimbo
Robinson.
The only other ranked team
to lose was No. 3 Newport
Catholic of AAA, a 7-6 victim
of Cincinnati McNicholas.
Only Lexington Henry Clay
of State AAAAand Mayfield of
State AA among the top-
ranked teams had any trouble;
'Greg Watkins passed for one
score-and ran for the other in
the first period, and the Henry
Clay defense took over from. 
therein registering a 14-6 win
over rugged Louisville Stuart.
The win left Henry Clay as the
only unbeaten *am in the
AAAA ranks.
Mayfield. meanwhile,
slipped by Caldwell County 14-
12.
In other games, Trinity of
Jefferson County AAAA
battered Waggener 35-7,
Breathitt County of State AAA-
battered Caerood 30-6 to run its
record to 11-0, and Patntsville..
041 powered past Elkhorn City
In other games involving
ranked teams:. c
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 St. Xavier blanked
Manual 28-0, No, 3 Bishop
David downed Valley 27-6, No,
4 Ballard clobbered Thomas
Jefferson 32-13, and No. 5 Fern
Creek got by Iroquois-15-14.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Bowling Green. eliminated
• from the playoffs by No. 3
Christian County, built its
record to 8-1 with a 26-7 win
over Hopkinsville. Greg
Hovious scored three times for
the Purples. C'hristian County,
tied with Gi-eenup County as
the No. 3 team, and 'Nt. 5
Lexington, Lafayette had the
week off.
—State AAA: No. 4 Fort
Thomas Highlands blanitikl
Conner 26-0 and Larry
Edwards contributed scoring
runs of 47 and 50 yards as
Meade County whitewashed
Nelson County 34-0.
—State AA: No. 2 Corbin got
a pair of touchdown runs from
Steve Bird in a 12-6 win over
Lexington Tates Creek, No. 3
Heath bounced Reidland 35-0,
No. 4 Somerset pasted rated
County 34-14 and No. 5
Glasgow took a 16-8 win over
Russell County as Keith
Mansfield scored on runs of 23
and 34 yerils.
—State A: No. 2 Fulton coy
outscored Russellville 26.18,
IN. 3 Richmond Madison
drove past Paris 18-7, No. 4
Tompkinsyille edged Cam.
;pbellavilW 140- and No. $.






The Good And The Bad
Donny tee Johnson danced while scoring one of Whim touchdowns, but found the going rough most of the day against EasternKentucky Saturday. He was held to less than 100 yards -'79 oh 29 carries --for the first time this season as the Colonels eked outa 24-21 victory.
Staff photos by Tony Wilson
Runners Thump Murray 109-89,
' Pre-game lead — Murray
60, Eastern Kentucky
Roadrunners 0.
Even with that kind of an
advantage, the Murray State
men's basketball team
couldn't defeat the Eastern
Kentucky Roadrunners, a
wheelchair team from the
Eastere Kentucky Com-
prehensive Rehabilitation
Center in Thelma Saturday
evening.
The Roadrunners bombed
the Racers 109-89 before a
crowd of approximately 150 in
Beshear Gymnasium. The loss
was a bit better than last
season, when the Roadrunners
blasted Murray 97-25. Now it's
a bit easier to see why the
Racers were spotted a lead
this year. r ----were quickly overcome in the
second.
The Roadrunners were last
year's National Regional
runners-up in wheelchair
competition. They are a
member of the Bluegrass ,





Steve Newton, Mike Dill and
Carr McCalla were all
present, but had little effect.
The Roadrunners are simply
the best thing around on
wheels.
Murray held a 17-point
halftime lead — actually,
counting the lead, it was
outscored by 43 points — but
EXCITING 6-1N-1
FULL COLOR TV GAME
AC Adapter
for Video Games
U.L. Listed 60 3053
uCit5I bRttt SQUASH HOCKEY MOVING PRACTICE
TARGET




A gift the whole family will
enjoy! 4 games—tennis, hand-
ball, hockey, practice, 2 remote
controls, on-screen scoring,
game sounds. 9113056
PI AY IT SMART RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 57 YEARS EXPERIEtVCE.MtlECIRONICS1 • f W3s„terns- 
also available atOlympic Plaza Mon.-Fri. 10-7 Sat. 10-6P Rath', St:IsckWafers.12th Streeto Murray Closed Sundays- Look tor this. atir in your
------ - . _ ., _ ...........- . ...---.„--.--.4p--- -.----- — on isiehisor Wood-g 'AblVIS10k Of- 'alibi CORPOR— AT1ON





























































































































MSU Harriers Finish 2nd in OVC Meet
MURFREESBORO, Tenn:
— When a team loses to
anyone in anything four times,
even a pigheaded coach will
usually admit that his squad
just isn't as good as the victor.
But, only two days after
placing a distant second to
Western Kentucky in the Ohio
Valley Conference cross
country championships
Saturday, Murray State coach
Bill Cornell was already
speaking of next time — at the
NCAA District 3 Regionals In
Greenville, S.C. Nov. 11.
"We have two...weeks to get
ready for the regionals," said
Cornell. "And I, and the team
members feels the same way,
think we can beat them if
we're healthy."
The Racers' 50 points was
bettered by only the
Hilltoppers' 30. Other teams
and their points were Eastern
Kentucky, 71; Middle Ten-
nessee, 99; Morehead, 104;
Austin Peay, 185; and Ten-
nessee Tech, 201.
The runnerup finish was the
second-straight for Murray. It
placed behind only East
Tennessee in the conference
championships last year.
Jerry Odhn finished fourth
to pace the Racers, com-
pleting the I0,000-meter layout,
in 3050. That was only 13
seconds slower than the
winner of the meet, Western's
Jim Groves.
Groves and Tim Brooks
(30:38) gave the first- and
second-place punch that the
'Toppers needed for the'
victory.
"You usually expect the
winner of the OVC meet to run
under 36 minutes," said
Cornell. "It . (Veterans
Administration Golf Course )
was flat, but it got a good rain
the night before. That might
explain it."
Murray placed three run-
ners in the top tea, and that
trio,. by virtue of that distin-
ction, will be -named all-
conference. David Warren, a
sophomore from -Essex,
England, was " seventh in
31:02; and Richard
Charleston, a junior also from
Essex, was ninth in 31:08. '
Other Racer runners, their
places and times were: Pat
Chimes, 13th, 31:35; and
David Rafferty, 17th, 32:15.
Two other - Murray harriers
competed — Mitch Johnston
(21st. 32:42). and Keith
O'Mealy (29th, 33:53) — but in
roles of "pushers." They
didn't figure in team scoring,
but their places prevented
runners from other schools
that did count from occupying
them and garnering those
points.
Plagued by injuries and
illness all season, ,Murray,
aceordillg to Cornell, hatin't
competed in a single meet
with the entire squad healthy.
Rafferty ran Saturday,
--tholigh still combating the'flu,
and Odlin competed with his
Murray Women Capture Western
Kentucky Invitational Saturday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Seven runners make up a
cross country team, and you
can. bet Murray State coach
Margaret Simmons is glad of
that.
The best any of her runners
could finish was fifth, but all
seven were in the top 20 as the
Racer harriers captured first
place in the Western Kentucky
Invitational Saturday.
That fifth place was
recorded by Glenda Calbro,
who ran the 5,000-meter
distance in 19:57. Next was
Wendy Slayton, seventh in
20:02, followed by Diane
Holmes, eighth, 20:14; Becky
__Beckman, 10th, 20:37; Sharon -
Macy, Inh;-- 21:22; Lynn
Barber, 1$th, 21:28; and Mary
Ann McConnell, 23rd, 21:46.
Murray's 47 points bettered
Kentucky (55), Western
Kentucky (88), Morehead,
101; and Louisville -(231}.
Three others schools com-
peted — Eastern Kentucky,
Memphis State and Vanderbilt
— but failed to field complete
teams.
The Racers ran a total of 12
runners, but the last five
didn't count in the scoring.
440,
Mary Ann McConnell was 23rd
in 21:46; Lissa Baker, 24th,
21:47; Lisa Bittel, 37th, 23:27;
Patty Bittel, 38th, 23:28;
Peggy Turner, 41st, 24:31; and
Becky Pytosh, 45th, 24:49.
Though the event featured
five squads, Murray's victory
over Kentucky enabled It to
square— the--season series -
against the Wildcats at two
wins apeice. UK defeated the
Racers at the Eastern Ken-
tucky Invitational and the
Kentucky Intercollegiate
Championships earlier this
year, but Murray whipped
Kentucky two weeks ago at
SIU.
The Racers travel to
Raleigh, N.C., Friday for the
Region II championships.
Teams from North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virgina,
Tennessee and Kentucky will
compete. The top two teams
and top six finishers not on
These learn-a-
the nationals at the University
of Colorado Nov. 11.
"Mary Ann (McConnell)
and Lisa (Baker) finished so
close together," said Sim-
mons, "they're going to have
to have a runoff to see who
goes to the regionals."
Women Netters Fourth In KWIC
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Karen Weis advanced to the
finals of the No. 1 singles
position before losing as the
Murray State women's tennis




the Western Kentucky campus
last weekend.
Weis defeated Jenny Circle
of Morehead 6-2, 6-0 in the first
round, then followed with a 6-
1, 6-0 victory over Northern
Kentucky's Pam Reeves in the
semifinals. She dropped a 6-1,
6-4 decision to Kentucky's
Sandy Leslie in the finale. .
The runnerup finish enables
Weis to compete in the
regional championships in
Clemson, S.C., next May.
The Racers finished with 10
points, behind winner Ken-
tucky (28), Eastern Kentucky
(15) and Western (15), Tied
s for fifth were Morehead and
::: Northern Kentucky (2),
followed by Louisville (0).
Bitsy Ritt, at No. 2, also
advanced to the finals. She
whipped Shelly Fredlake of
Western 6-3, 6-4 and Deanna
Addis of Eastern 2-6, 6-3, 6-3
before losing.
Becky Jones, top-seeded in
No. 6 singles, won her first-
round match before falling to
Cindy Kearney of Kentucky 6-
2, 7-5.
Jones and Anne Ross ad-.
vanced to the second round in
No. 3 doubles before losing a
heartbreaker, 2-6, 6-1, 7-6. The
tiebreaker of the third ad
went to four points all before
the Kentucky duo of Kathy
Grimes and Kearney took the
final one.
Winners of the Murray Tennis Association doubles tournament held this past weekend display
their trophies. left to right are Ann Bloom and Pat Hopkins, women's winners; John Hall and Ben
Hogancamp, men's consolation winners; and Alice Rouse and Sue Overbey, women's consolation
winners. Not present for the photo were men's winners George Long and Frank Edwards. Bloom
and Hopkins defeated the team of Louis Keller and Janne Hughes in the final women's match 6-3,
7-5. long and Edwards defeated Ken Harrell and ken Hopkins 6-3, 6-1 in the men's finals. The
tournament was played at the Murray High and Murray Tennis Center courts.
Staff Photo by Gene Nt( Cutcheor,,,vvelcorne to.
1 Bullets Drop Fourth
PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
LUNCHEON MENU
1 Corned Beef on Rye . • $2.05,..,...d sof?, fauritauf. ilfce old'?? Ore n1 urn, ,$.n, and p0h soup IP the dar
*, 2 Crunch $2.25
1 
8.eaded hon•losi (Mann, ,,.a*„.a*ff.*, 1.1.ced tomato 
• . 3 Ham Steak on Rye $1.95
A winner-ow port fon of Center-rut ham-and Ike or twos therm. i4vved worn
OG, soup Of rho day
•
WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
s0 Rohm.n peach hat? mol.
comer rheme and a cup of tour,
$2.95
17 5 Fish & Chips
htf.q, go4en bed ch.pf and flukhpuppfei *oh farfar W.I., • _
6 The Best Hamburger in Town $1.75
A IsoCP [parte, pound of beet on a,popp, saval to, f,,,4 tfeak
0•011Of added at no c upon ,OporIf •
$1.85
7 Spaghetti - Lovers Delight .$2.95
ftws It&lMfl SP•Shert. topned rftl r,,, NW, horn...Made 'near .u.1. and a
salad from Our faInnuf toted ha,
. 8
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A pineal in ibeff . . ONLY $2.25
• a One !true ?bough /Maw.
9 French Dip.- 
. Hof Co.', 14.0 o., anapn 0.0 tieead 0,0 IP,
$2.25
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 EYERY DAY
We hav• o provote &Ding room that Will NKr Up tO 40 pe01140 There is no
charge Itsp the-tirwer.thirreerm-bov-wto do mauler, ttiarYOU ----
Virecon.prispare special item* for largo groups "Football Teams or club
• mooting& The normal lip foe the v)s.tross is IS percent of the meal lip
le nor included  in thytyysiszettaggt_, 
By the Associated Press
It's the same old story in the
National Basketball
Association. This year is no
different than any other —
-playing on the road is still a
disadvantage.
Even if you are the defen-
ding world champions.
"We haven't played well for
four straight games,” said
Washington Bullets Coach
Dick Motto after Sunday
night's 109-93 loss to the Los
Angeles 'Akers.
The loss was the fourth
straight on the road for the
Bullets, who had opened the
season with four consecutive
victories, including three at
home.
"It's a long road trip," said
Motta. "Not too many people
are winning on the road, and
we're Amongst them. We won
one game last year on the
West Coast; we beat Seattle."
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Yan Diego Clippers defeated
Seattle 103-100; the Denver
Nuggets whipped the Houston
Rockets 134-121 and the
Golden State Warriors turned
back the CISeland Cavaliers
99-94.
• Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 20 points to lead a
balanced Los Angeles attack.
The Lakers had six players in
double figures and were also _
sparked by second-year guard
Norm Nixon, who scored 14
points and was credited with






6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
ly._Mon,thly. Seasonal fees Available
Hwy. 641 N. 753-0129
leg bandaged. "We never
knew whether Jerry would
finish the race or not," said
Cornell. •
Despite the loss, Cornell
wasn't overly disappointed.
"That's about the way I ex-
pected to finish. I knew we
wouldn't be healthy enotigh to
win it."
Surprisingly, said Cornell,
Murray led the rice at ap-
proximately .the halfway
point. "But our lack of
training due to the injuries
oanght up with us," he said.
"My men really gutted it out
to finish second."
,Western regained the
conference title after losing it
to East Tennessee last year.
The Buccaneers, who with-
drew from the OVC in favor of
the Southern Conference,
didn't compete.
The Hilltoppers ' John
Graham, the pre-meet
favorite, finished 10th in 31:13.
"Those things just happen,"
said Cornell. "Even the best of
runners run bad races, and he
picked a bad time to do it."
Eastern Kentucky's Ed Finella dives for the ball after Murray State's Keith Swearington fumbled in Saturday's OVC clash with the






The Steel Belted Radial
rhat Eliminates Winter Tire Changeover
Here's grip for almost any
road, any weather. 10,060
hardworking tread edges for
bite.' Rain channeling tread
grooves for wet traction. Dog-
bone tread bars plus deep
shoulder lugs for hailing
slush or snow. Smooth quiet
ride ... with snow or without
Best of all, Tiempo stays on
your car all year long. ICS the















P185175R13 BR 78-13 $43.25 $1.93

































Lube & Oil Change







performance • Complete chassis
i.ibrication and oil change • Check
fluid levels • Includes light trucks
• Call for an appointment.
A76-13 blear/all, plus





tread cteets that dig 
down
dame to Dull you through
snow end slush (lugged
polyester cord bOdY
assures I smooth thump'
Irate rode on the coldest
weather Dolt get stuck
—see us no*.
Just Say 'Charge It'
$2.90
$3.00
RAIN CHECK—If we sell out of your size We will issue you a rain
check assuring future delivery at the advertised price.




• Dismount your 2 regular tires
• Remount 2 winter tires
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Its Power Streak Tire Is
Loaded With Features
Found On More Expensty•
Toros, But COSTS Loss!
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all hoses • trirpect fan. 
• 6-month FREE replacement of
any coolant loss, provided system
not damaged due to accident.
I •/- ol nllscr oas• ihlr Own f uslionor (:aonjo plan
• CI C.', • • • -sn Espy,. Card • Carle Planalltr
Confidence Starts Here
Goodyear Service Store
Store flours: 1:30 a.m. until COO p.m. Daily - Open Friday UtItil 8-00
721 S. 12th Strut  Murray, 14. 153-059I 
C.
Tyres Brawl. leaps in an attempt to score during Saturday's 24-21 loss to faster/. Keettwelty The-Mverey Stet* telliteck fed ell
Racer runners with 95 voids rust.ifig, staff photos by Tom Wilson
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
This is the season for tired
chicken -Croquettes, roast
beef, potatoes, green salad,
trophies and rhetoric. Wash it
down with hot coffee and apple
pie a la mode.
It's post-season awards time
for the grand old game.
baseball. There are the Cy
Young Awards, going to the
best pitchers of each league;.
the MVP ( Most Valuable
Playeti; Rookie of the Year,
Player tit the Year, Manager
of the-Yetir-tintrtfie- All-Star
Teams of the Year.
The luncheons and trophies
are endless.
Now let us add another to
the lengthening list of post-
season salutes - an award
long overdue.
It's the major leagues
''Good Guys" team. Here 'Us:
lb - Steve Garvey,
Dodgers.
2b - Joe Morgan, Reds.
Garvey Heads 'Good-Guy' Nominees
3b George Brett, Royals.
SS - Don Kessinger, White
Sox.
OF Lou Brock, Cardinals.
OF - Dave Parker, Pirates.
OF - Lou Pinielle
Yankees.
C - Johnny Bench, Reds.
DH - Rod Carew, Twins.




MGR - Chuck Tanner,
Pirates. - -
The trophy will noi he a Mb
btiiied with gold and
studded with jewels but a
locker room stool properly
bronzed and a convenient
spittoon to catch vagrant
tobacco juice.
These are not men ready for
sainthood. Their private lives
do not enter into coe-
sideration. They may beat
their wives, indulge in all sorts
of high jinx on the road and
_evea.get inyelved in a few bar
room brawls - although it's
highly unlikely.
They are honored for
qualities the name suggests.
They are simply "good guys."
They haven't let themselves
become spoiled by success.
They don't push roughshod
through queues of autograph
seekers. They don't snub the
fans. They communicate.
While others - not all, mind
you, but far too many - May_
become arrogant or paranoid,
hoisted by wealth and success,
and brood in their locker room
stalls, these are men who treat
everyone - teammates, fans,
the media - as human beings.
Ask one ,f them a pointed
question and he doesn't spit in
your face or, worse still, turn
his back as if you didn't exist.
To the man, they are open,
down to earth, completely
natural, inclined to common
courtesy.
Believe us, they represent a
..,rare breed in this age of
Dickens confers with Murray State coach Mike Gottfried during Saturday's OVC battle with
en Kentucky. The senior quarterback completed 14 of 29 passes for 193 yards, but the
Racers fell 24-21.
is now open for business!
We handle all types of auto body repair. Backed by
12 years of body work experience, our specialty is in,
suraKe work. If you have need of auto body work
come by and see our shop and let us give you an
estimate.
Barnett's Body SW*
win„ BARNETT OWNER-OPIRAIOR _






outside influences and com-
mercial pressures.
Morgan and blench are
superstars who never have
lost their humility and
graciousness. Garvey is
Frank Merriwell ha the flesh
- it's difficult to imagine
anyone so faultless. Brock has
been an example .with the
Cards for years. Guidry is a
_`lood ol' boy" from Louisiana
who seems immune to
snobbery.
Piniella is renowned for a
violent Latin temper but It's
always aimed at himself,
never others. They call
Parker the "big bear with the
marshhmallow heart." Perry,
Carew, Brett and Kesiinger
are of the "gentlemen's
school."
KWIC Remits
No 1 enmities - Karen Wets d Jenny
Circle, Mo, 6-2. 6-0, d. Pam Reeves, ritt.
1, 64; Mr to Sandy Leshe, WIC, 64, 6-6
No. 2 singles - Bltay Rift d- Shelly
Freelake, Wit, 64, 6-4, d Deanna Addis,
EX. 6-3, 2-4, 6-3; loot to Jackie Gibson.
64, 6-2
No 3 singles - Lynn Martin d Beth
Arnold, UL., 14, 6-3; Mat to Wendy
tackles. EX, 14,6-2
Nac1 Mee Rem d Kathy
ilimaala, WO, 74 64; bet to Susan
*ink atoiletiek.___
awl gietage.- TemaUtley tl. Debbie
040, Nit, 114. 6-1; lait at Nancy Elder,
EX, 5-7, 74, 6-2.
No I angles - Dsy Janes ci Kathy
Leach, RE, 64,14; leat to amity Kearney.
UK, 6-2, 74.
No. 1 doubles - Wela-Ritt lost to Leslie.
Fredlake, WX, 24, 6-2, 7-5
No 2 doubles Utley-Martin kat to
Jackson. Addis, EX, 64, 64
Mo. 3 doubles - Jones-Row d. KeW
Mutersps w-Sheda Sable, MO, 64. 64. -lost
to Kathy Grimes-Kearney, UK, 24,6-;. 74
Mansell Football League
At A Glaser
By The Associated Press
Americas Ceoleresee
East
W L T Pet. PF
gland 7 2 0 771 221
6 3 0 667219
11 5 4 0 266223
3 6 0




id 5 4 0 266162
5 4 0 504147
itt I 1 0 11167
West
6 3 0 667 143
5 4 0 566 173
4 5 0 444 1110
go 3 6 0 .333 1111




7 2 0 7761*6
6 3 0 867114
intl 5 4 0 6170
4 5 0 664 126-





3 6 0 .333141
3 6 I
Los Amities 7 1 I 173 1,53
New Orleans 5 4 11
Atlanta 4 4 S 5801.0
San Francisco 1 $
Istalia'r Qom
Clatniaild 41, ita 11
Cinrannta 111, Ilsolai LS
Same CIO 34
•IIUU5456, tfav Vert Jet' 2;
a. Levi It fIliadelphia to
IS, SanFrancei 20to
aVrariChicago 17
Nee onsets S. Ni'. York Mart, 17
Orem Say Tampa Bay 7
Miami 24, Baltimore II
Denver 20, Seattle 17
San Diego 27, Oakland 23
aleaday's Gam*
Lei Angeles d Atlanta, n
- $onioy, November 5
tiat alaniseased Giants at It. LatiN
Seattl• at Chicaim
Green hey at Phaadelphia -
New F.Itgland at %nal°
New Orleans at Mutterer;
San Faltletatto at Atlanta
Cleveland at Houston
()Oland at Kansas City
liftkna, atviarni
Cinr innaii at .can Diego
Zgl. Yee 414B vs Denver
Tartirs Bey at les Angeles
Miseeey, November I
Wallieplan st Williftsre, in;
By the dissociated Press
There are no more zeroes on
the left side of the National
Football League standings. A
couple of formerly wounded
quarterbacks took care of that
on Sunday.
Jim Hart launched a 55-yard
touchdown pass to rookie
Dave Steif to. propel St. Louis
past the Philadelphia Eagles
16-10. And Ken Anderson
completed 11 of 16 passes for
-268 yards, including a 45-yartt
TD to Isaac Curtis, in Cin-
cinnati's 28-13 victory over
Houston.
Just as upsets of Pittsburgh
und Los Angeles wiped out the
NFL's unbeaten ranks a week
ago, upsets by the Cardinals
and Bengals cleaned out the
winless ranks.
Elsewhere it was
ton 38, Sea F or-ise 
20; C veland 41, Buffalo 20;
Den er 20, Seattle 17 in
overtime; San Diego 27,
Oakland 23; Detroit 21,
Chicago 17; Pittsburgh 27,
'Kansas City 24; New England
-15, the New "York Jets 21-;--
Green Bay 9, Tampa Bay 7;
Miami 26, Baltimore 8, and
New Orleans 28, the New York
Giants 17. Los Angeles visits
Atlanta tonight.
Both head coaches, Bud
Wilkinson of St. Louis and
Homer Rice of Cincinnati
were finally rewarded with
thelaith they had shown their
players.
I've been telling you guys
for eight games that I've
never been more proud of any
group of men," Wilkinson said
he told his team. -You just
refused to give up."
In Cincinnati, Rice recalled:
"We had a team meeting
Saturday and I told them:
'We're a time bomb just
waiting to explode. It's just a
matter of time."
The moat impassioned
speech, though, was made to
Wilkinson by Jim Bakken of
the Cardinals, who kicked a
31-yard field goal. "I've been
in this league 17 years, and I
CAA tell you that other coaches
would have quit on us," he
said. "But ysei stayed with us
and gave us inspiration. A lot
of coaches would have berated
•us, called us on the carpet. But
each week you told us we were
getting closer. And we want
you to have the game bail."
He handed the ball to his
coach - and the 62-year-old
Wilkinson cried. "It was the--
greatest thrill of my life," said
the legend who coached the
Oklahoma Sooners to a 145-29-
4 record, three national
championships, two Sugar
Bowls, four Orange Bowls and
four unbeaten seaSions In 17
years.
Hart, who suffered a slight
shoulder separation two
weeks ago, was a surprise
starter for St. Louis. He
completed 12 of 24 passes for
260 yards and the winning TD.
Jim Otis also scored on a 7-
yard run.
Bengals 28, Oilers 13
Anderson, sidelined most of
the season by an injured hand,
also completed non-scoring
bombs of 43 and 45 yards to
Billy Brooks and 57 yards to
Isaac Curtis, rookie running'
back David Turner sprinted 65
yards on one play and Pete
Johnson scored twice from 1
yard out to beat Houston,
which didn't score until Dan
Pastorini passed for two TDs
'in the fourth quarter.
Redskins 38, 49ers 20
There was, no doubt, a time
Billy Kilmer would have given
anything, not to get clobbered
by a defensive lineman or
linebacker - but the safety of
the bench turned out to be
even more painful. After eight
games of watching Joe
Theismann _call the plays
(including losses in the last
two), Kilmer got the call once
more. He completed 12 of 23
passes for 185 yards and two
touchdowns as the Skins
wiped out San Francisco's 10-0
-lead.- With-the -win they re-
established their one-game
lead over Dallas in the
National Conference East
Browns 41, Bills 20
It was finally Mike Pruitt,
not Greg, who got the bail
the Cleveland backfield. After
21-2 seasons of being ignored,
he was given a chance by
Coach Sam Rutigliano and he
responded with a vengeance
- 173 yards rushing and two
touchdowns in 21 carries.
Brian Sipe completed 12 of
15 passes for 217 yards, in-
cluding TDs of 16 and 44 yards
-to Reggie Rucker and 15 to
Calvin Hill. Hill also caught a
3-yard scoring pass from
rookie Mark Miller.
Broncos 20, Seahawks 17
Steve Foley picked off a Jim
Zorn pass and ran it 30 yards
to. the Seattle 35-yard line,
-then Denver drove into
position for Jim Turner's 18-
yard field goal with 12:59 gone
In overtime to beat the
Seaha wks.
Efren Herrera kicked a 37-
yard field goal with 53 seconds
to go in the fourth period,
forcing Stidaen-death. With
the victory, the - Broncos
opened a onegarne lead over-
Oakland in the American
Conference West.
Chargers 27, Raiders 23
It was San Diego's first
victory in Oakland in 10 years,
its first points there in four
years - and maybe the
Chargers' sweetest victory
ever.
"We- battled back and took it
fair and squar' Dan Fouts
said, and everyone knew what
the San Diego quarterback
meant. Earlier this year the
Raiders beat the Chargers on
the highly controversial Ken
Stabler-to-Pete Banasaak-
nr-toDave Casper last-play
--himble for a TD.
Fouts' game-tying 29-yard
TD pass to Greg McCrary,
Rolf Benirschke's decisive
extra point and his insurance
field goal were the key scores
 as Oakland snualidei et! a 20-7
halftime lead.
Lions 21, Bears 17
Gary Danielson's TD passes
of 8-yards to Jesse Thompson
and 2 yards to David Hill and •
short scoring runs by Horace
King and Roland Harper gave
the Lions their second straight
victory.
BorroN• For NOur Business Nenture Fr01111 BUSIIW'S.Ses That Understand "tour Rusirtes
A new trend has been developed that makes investment money available og businesses like yours FROM lenders
and investors that relate to busine1ses such as yours. Small and large companies alike are becoming reluctant to ob-
tain expansion, investment and venture capital from lending institutions" that will talk in their terms only.
, Now, WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE is providing a new concept in exposing you to new sources of capital that
know and understand your business requirements. They talk moivey tO you on YOUR terms! ---
Four Basic Categories
More than 1,100 investment capital-heavy: companies
throughout the nation have been brought_iogether by
WORLDWIDE FINANCE that want to loan or invest money in.
four basic areas of business:
Nitmlier el
P•11111141 &sweet Lesdiag Emir
1051 I 40 14499) fi • I oltond. d
444tadler et
toadies Soarers leadiag emir
411', a tia Sc, tan i, Multi wit,.
REAL
ESTATE sKypping centers
Needier at Housing developments
P"41lsselves facilities4,:a 
- 
I t-, $040000. tatI.as,'d  
- Business & office complexes









Composer hardware and software
Construction equipment
Transportation (airplanes, trucks. etc.)
Farm equrnent _
Electronic equipment
Oil field supplies and equipment
Long term & intermediate lending%













These four categories over a broad spectrum busi-
ness interests that represent loaning power into the bil-
lions of dollars. Loans from a few :hundred dollars to
long-term arrangements amounting to multi-million dollar
agreements are available from interested individuals and
companies who want to help you meet your growth and
financial desires. In fact, in many transiNions the bigger
the loan requirement, the more attention you will demand.
How- You Find TheseInvestors
WORLDWIDE FINANCE has been years in developing
four portfolios of companies ready and willing to talk with
you immediately r about your financial requirements These
specialized pordotios contain names, companies, respon-
sible persons, range of lending or inveming power and
most instances specific areas of business activities
If your financial requirements are specifically suited to
last one Or more of the four general cliegories, send, for
that portfolio iuid allow it_to open a new world of financial
growth power for your business venttires. YOU choowse the
potential source of lending activities.
WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE -
..e 4, Box 2952 • 1248 East 49th Street North
Mama ,14toi 014 425-5i-47'
Individuals & Brokers -
An Ukinuwe Source of Lending Power
People Who Rave Money
Make Money
The nORLIAVIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE-portfolios have
been years in growth and development, so you will be
dealing with professional business executives just like
yourself - people who want to get involved because they
have the capital to do just that, and they understand that it
takes money to make money.
----The time and money you save -with WORLDWIDE FI-
NANCE portfolios will more than repay the small invest-
 ment involved-to obtain highly rated firms (many-are- AM
rated) . Further, your portfolios' cost is totally tax deduct-
ible as a business expense.
You can order your choice of one or any combination
of the four portfolios at volume discount prices:
Any One Portfolio 
Any Two Portfolios
Any Three Portfolios  52.00
Any Four Portfolios  60.00
Your bound portfolios will be forwarded to you by
return mail.
Modernize Your Financing
Order All Four Portfolios
for Maximum Opportunities
11ORLDBIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE is the new and
modern method to find financing for your particu-
lar needs. Send check, money order or for conveni-
ence use your Master Charge or VISA cards for your
portfolios.
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Last Words In 'Old
Life' Were 'Hit It'
SEATTLE (AP) — • John
Wacker's last words in his
first life were "tlit it!" as his
friend kicked the throttle on
an old dragster. Now, in his
second life, he goes slowly,
uses a cane and tries not to
slur his words.
As the- world rushes by —
people shopping, a little boy'
bicycling — Wacker, 32,
carefully walks the several
blocks from a neighborhood
tavern tp home.
His right eyelid is shut. His
left side is partly paralyzed
and he is on medication to
guard against seizures. He
steps carefully to keep his
balance.
He says he is a walking
lesson.
Each semester, he visits the
driver education class at
Ballard High -School and puts
himself on display — a living
lesson in the danger of a
speeding car.
Mick McDonald, the in-
structor, says Wacker's
presence is "a gift of im-
measurable value."
He asks the students, 'How
many of you would like to
trade places with me?' No
hands are raised in front of
John Wacker. He is a livin#
example --of the ultimate
consequence." I
Wacker's first life ended
Dec. .22, 1963, as the Ballard
High student yelled to his
buddy, who stepped on the
gas. The old, topless car spun
out of control and Wacker
went over the windshield, his
head striking a telephone pole.
At age 17, he was clinically
dead. But medics found a faint
-heartbeat and Wacker began
what he calls his "second
life."
He aamits it has not all been
a blessing.
In a coma for four months,
he was unable to walk or
speak when he came to. He
gradually improved, going
home in a wheelchair on his
21st birthday. Then he
-progressed-ea a -walker a'neto
crutches. Now he uses a cane.
"I lost my first life," he
said. "I do have another life,
but 'In a sense I'm not really
me."
Each day he walks from. his ___
parents' home to a neigh-
borhood tavern to meet
friends. He drinks soda and
handles a pool cue with some
finesse. Occasionally he will
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EXPLORING CAREERS — Murray Middle School eighth grade health students in the
class of Beth Broach listen to a panel composed of (from left) Randy Lovett, juvenile of-
ficer, Fred Neff, mental health psychologist, and Rush Daughaday, social worker. The
panel discussed problems dealing with helping teenagers and the decisions or choices
that affect their health. The-activity was part-of a-unit exploring career opportunities-in--
the health fields. Students pictured (from left) are Kelly Thomas, Rebbie Houston and
Laurie Lovett.
Photo ity-korye-Prebles
Volunteer Says Army Won't




(AP) — Charles A. McGinnis
wishes he had not disregarded
in the closing days of World
War II an old adage: never
volunteer for anything.
But he did step forward —
into a blackness in which
animals "screamed and
hollered and then died" and
"trees were stripped of their
leaves." Today, some 30 years
later, he still can't get the
Army to tell him about the
weapons test in which he
participated. He blames the
test on his deteriorating
health. .




scorched leaves fell to the
ground; and the blisters that
later festered on his arms.
Later, McGinnis and the
other 132 volunteers spent
days in hospital beds as
doctors tried different kinds of
medications on the blisters.
McGinnis' commendation
for meritorious service said he
and the others were subjected
to chemical agents, but he
believes it was a form of
radiation. The test occurred
three months before the first
atomic blast in the deserts of
New Mexico.
Efforts by Rep. Robert H.
Mollohan, D-W.Va., to find out
what happened have been
fruitless so far, although
Mollohan has been promised
an account of the incident by
theArmyr-
Maj. Dale F. Keller, an
Army spokesman at the
Pentagon, last week con-
firmed there had been
chemical tests off the coast of
Panama near the end of the
war, but said a "nuclear test is
out of the question."
During the test, McGinnis
recalls that the contingent was
taken to an island, dressed in
waxed underclothing, army
fatigues and rubberized suits
with goggles and head gear.
He Says they were told to
thrust their bayonet-tipped
rifles into the ground and lean
forward heavily on them when
they heard an airplane fly
over. He said he felt rising
heat and saw blackness when
he looked up.
The men were then paraded
single file through a concrete
block building where a man
behind a- glass shield un-
dressed them with mechanical
arms, he- said. Soon af-
terward, McGinnis was
mustered out of the Army and
he began having health
problems.
"I was just choking all the
time and hurting down in
there. It felt like a lump all the
time." He said doctors blamed
it on sinus problems or
smoking.
McGinnis spends most of his
Modern-Day Pioneers
Slowing Making Home
TRAWICK, Texas (AP) —
Their log cabin is growing
slowly; they dg the dishes
once a week and cook over an
open fire.
They are modern-day
pioneers — a young couple
who moved to the woods but
work in town; sought self-
sufficiency but learned it
takes a lot of help from others
to live with nature.
It's the American dream
with a rustic flavor, and Jim
and Anna Lemon are headed
into their third harsh east
Texas winter on their 8%
acres in this tiny community
about 150 miles southeast of
Dallas.
They share their temporary
canvas teepee with two
German shepherds and a cat,
tend two gardens and raise
chickens, pigs and rabbits.
The Lemons paid $500 an
acre — with a six-year note —
for their land two years ago,
borrowing another $600 to get
started on the cabin.
They wanted to get away
from civilization — "They
made my garden into a
parking lot, and zoned my
front yard for townhouses,"
recalls Jim — but found they
needed other people.
"I came out here to increase
My self-sufficiency," Jim
said, "but find myself
depending more on other
people. We have friends come
out to help its build the cabin,
and a focal man helps me
slaughter the pigs. He pays
halt the feed and gets one of
• the pigs."
Arid they still leave their
lend to matte seliving;-as serial
workers for a girls' home a 30-
minute commute away in
--TATIFIMIC-711 tli'm Tuff
offers .now and ice in winter
as the temperature hovers
around freezing, and hot red
dust in summer.
Jim, 31, who once studied to
be a doctor, and Anna, 27, who
trainee her voice for the
opera, grew up-in Fort Worth,
the children of doctors.
That wasn't the best
training for life in the woods,
but the Lemons are learning.
Meals; "for example, are
cooked over an open fire.
"I can even bake pies,"
Anna said as she barbecued
chicken and rabbit on a
blackened grill.
Part of their food comes
from the animals they raise,
and Anna admits that can be a
problem. "It's hard to get
attached to a chicken, but a
bunny is furry, and warm and
soft," she said.
"Everything is harder here.
We wash the dishes once a
week, because it's a two-hour
production to heat enough
water," Anna said. "Last
winter, I asked myself: 'This
isn't fun — what am I doing
here?' but then it was spring,
and it was all right again."
MISS YOUR PAPER!
SoincrIbots who Woo not
totoiyotl *Mr Imone-4611yorell
copy of The Wormy linker &
Thews by 530 p.m. Moothoy-
Fritioy or by 3:30 p.m. on Salw•
days oto mood to toll 753-1E1E-
boohoos. 5:30 p.m. fel A
libowity-Frititog. Sr 340 p.m.
mod 4p... Sotoraoys, to boson
dollvery- of NM now/sperm Collt




chemotherapy to keep cancer
in check. Operations have
taken himerous growths from
his throat, and his stomach
has been reduced to the size of
an egg. He also has problems
with kidney stones.
McGinnis filed his first 
claim for disability in 1953 but
not until earlier this year did
he receive his first benefits
after contacting Mollohan and
Sen. Jennings Randolph, I)-
W.Va. He now receives $375.90
a month from the Veterans
Administration, $421.90 from
Social Security and $88.91 a
month from the his laborers
union pension.
But he says the total does
not approach the $1,100 to
$1,500 a month he pays for 
chemotherapy treatments.
Six-Year-Old Proficient
In Father's Welding Shop
HENDRICKS, Minn. (AP)
— A welder's torch hisses and
a firebaK cascades off a small
workbench where an elfin
figure — his blond curls_
tucked under a large welder's
helmet — is busy making a
hammer.
The scene is not Santa's
workshop, but Bob's Repair in
Hendricks. The confident elf is
Donny Kanz, the proprietors
son.
The boy, an up-and-coming
welder, is 6 years old. He's
been around the shop since he
was 2.
"He's got his own bench and
his own welder," said Bob
Kara-, 's father-.
does a pretty good job, too. If
he keeps with it, someday he'll
really be good at it."
Donny is known around
town for his hammers. He cuts
metal on a bandsaw, welds
two pieces together, grinds the
rough spots smooth and then
spray paints the works. His
dad supervises
The result is a serviceable
and popular tool. The going
rate for a Donny Kanz ham-
mer is 50 cents, and he's sold
about 50 of them, his parents
say.
lie's also made a -drum,
cymbals and a teepee. "He
wanted a drum, so he made
one for himself," said his
mother, 'Arlene Kanz.
Donny started kindergarten
this year. But after school and
dinner,, he's back in the shop,
she said.
The boy is shy around
strangers — except when talk
turns to business.
"What do you want to be
when you grow up, Donny?" a
recent visitor. asked as the
young entrepreneur turned
out his fifth hammer of the
"A welder."
-- "Du you like welding?-"
"Uh-huh," he said, setting
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY•42071
 •
the hammer down and holding
out an upturned palm: "That's
50 cents."
"He's quite ip a
businessman," the visitor
observed, reaching for coins.
He even sold me one the
other day," said Kanz,
chuckling. "Made me pay for
it, too."
The Kanz children are
. accustomed to work. Donny's
11-year-old - Sister, - -Taximy,
has helped her mother run a
cafe for the past two years.
One of Donny's first projects
was welding a latch on the
cafe stove.
---11e- WEi- used his welding
skills to create what may be
the only modified tric),cle in
the county.
He welded a weight box to
the front, lowered the seat and










We really hate-to rush you,
but the deadline for placing
. your ad in the Yellow Pages
is about here.
Same goes for new list-
ings in the White Pages. If
. _there is a member of yOui •
_ _household wilo should be
listed, or if you want .to_put
the name of your business
in bold type, now's the time.
So call our business





_Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in beautiful Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Relax in the swirling waters of the famous
thermic baths. Play a little golf or tennis. Enjoy luxurious com-
fort and delicious American and Continental cuisine.
.4"
Write, wire or phone for reservations today.
TH E •
--HOTEL



























Americans 'Trying To Escape Winter Chill
On Cruise Could be Left Out In The Cold
By LOU LSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
.Americans trying to escape
frigid weather at home with
cruises to warmer climates
may get left out in the cold if
they don't know what to look
for.
Winter is the height of the
cruise season: William
Armstrong, a spokesman for
Cruise Lines Interniitional
Association; more -than
one minim. persons sailed
aboard cruise ships last year.
"I think we're going to exceed
a million again this year. but













































30 Ivan and Ni-
cholas
32 Exist
are the abort aim - seven to
14 days. Armstrong said the
typical passenger can expect
to spend from p15_to BIZ a day
this year, non eventing tips.
That's about $5 a day more
than in 1977. In addition to tips
- generally about $2 per day
per person for the dining room
team and an equal amount for
the cabin staff - you may
have to pay port taxes at some
of -the stops -on your cruise.
Ask in advance to avoid costly
surprises.
The unpleasant side of life at
sea made headlines earlier
this year when a "Cruise to
Nowhere" aboard the S.S.
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How can you. avoid a
disaster?
Be wary of bargains that
seem too good to be true_
" People just looked at the
price tag," said Armstrong,
disspssing the America's
"Cruise to Nowhere." If the
price for a given cruise is far
below fees for similar sailings
aboard ether ships, "be a little
suspect and do a little
probing," advised Armstrong.
Virtually all cruise ships
today offer one-class service.
No matter what price you pay,
you will have the run of the
entire ship and all its
facilities. All passengers
select their meals from_ the
same menu.
Price, therefore, depends
primarily on the location and
size of your cabin. The higher
the deck, the higher the price
since the top deck has the best
view and ventilation. An
outside cabin with portholes
will cost more than an inside
one, A cabin located in tho
middle of the ship, where
there is less motion, also will
be more expensive.
The cruise lines association,
whose members account for
about 90 percent of the
market, suggests that would-
be sailors start with a -travel
agent. It is imporralr,
however, to get an agent who
has sailed on, or at the very
least, visited, the ship you are
considering.
Ask to see the deck plan and
check dimensions of the
cabins. Subtract the area
occupied by the bed or beds -
figure sixfoot by three-foot for
a single lad_=_to_ugel. some
idea of how much space you
actually will have. Check
cabin location in relation to
public areas and recreation
facilities.
Suspect Sought By Police
Shoots Self Before Arrest
LOUISVIII F., Ky. (AP) -
Louisville police said that a
man they were seeking to
question in connection with a
murder shot and killed
himself Sunday after being
approached by police.
Robert- Duncan
barricaded himself in the
bathroom of his mother's
apartment when police came
to the home, aCcording to
Hilda Lindeman of the police
department. Police attempted
to talk the man into leaving
the bathroom, but he shot
himself in the' head with a
sawed-off shotgun.
The man had his 2-year-old
son in the bathroom, but the
youth was not injured, police
said.
MS. Lindeman Said 'police
were seeking to question
Duncan about the death of
Russian-born novelist
Vladimir Nabokov was
professor of literature at







HE WANTS PLATO TO







YOU AND I E5OTH KNOW
THAT'S RIDICULOUS
• NEEDLE
• IN A HAW.
STAC K
Vicki Elaine Stradford, 23,
whose body was found Sunday
morning - la- a Louisville
cemetery.
DENVER (AP) - Carol
Reid and David Murphy had to
-wait about an hour to get
married because the churct
caught fire. -
The wedding service had
just. begun when firemen burst
into the Grace United
Methodist Church to put out
flames that were licking
through the roof. The wooden
shingles apparently were
ignited by an ember from a
house that was intentionally
set on fire several hundred
yards away -by --volunteer
firefighters who were
training, said David Way,
chief of the Skyline Volunteer
Fire Department. "I don't
think anybody else has had a
wedding like this," the bride
said later. The fire Saturday
damaged a 12-by4-foot area
on the roof.
FOR6ET THE DOG!
AND BEETLE WI Lt. TAKE
CARE OF EVERYTHItIG ELSE








A FINAL SETTLEMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
R onaLt6 C. Underwood,
executor, of the estate of
Herbert C. Underwood,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before November 8,
1978, the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL SETTLEMENT of
erscOUnts has been filed Itttie
Colloway District Court by
Paul Welch. executor, of the
estate of Elmer Welch,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before November 8,
1978, the date of hearing.
FranCes W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL SETTLEMENT of
accounts has been filed in the
Calioway District Court by
Ed West, executor, of the
estate of Thelma West,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before November 8,
1978, the date of hearing.
-fiTances W. Shea, Clerk. 
A FINAL SETTLEMENT of
-accounts has been filed jn the .
Calloway District Court by
Opal Anderson, executor, of
!he estate of Adolph
A nal* Si_e_C_e_ a 1 I _
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
November 8, 1978, the date of
hearing.




Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed wih the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Thomas Ocus Carraway, Rt.
1, Murray, Ky. Dec'd.
Rheda Steele, Rt. 1, Box 275,
Murray, Ky. Administratrix.
Wiieno ft-yr ars,114-.--1-e- Hardin;
Ky. CoAdministratrix.
George Arnett, Rt. 7,
Murray, Ky. Dec'd..
Hugh Arnett, Rt. 7, Murray,
Ky. Administrator.
Andrew Jones, Dec'd.

















requested to check the
first insertion of ode for
correction This
newspaper will be







US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR




Fire   753-1411
Police   753-1421





Sid*   159-1141
61111841110sive
Cas  153-6621
--foinotadrol . .  153-75a
Salt alms . .  753-019
  75341f9










We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you bad pictures
made at. duriag
the 'past 25 years, we






We cop) and restore old
phot th!ri ph.
40 OF,,F FRANCISCAN
(open stock-) earthware, 20
Lenox T erriperware, open
stock), 10 discount on entire
stock of merchandise. lids
our iiirthday party and we
want to give you a present


















GOD LOVES AND WANTS to











Our Outstanding growth arid  RinAcrielasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people if you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the.drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
success, we can start you man advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal FoOd.ServiCe experience
is helpfrOl but not required Proven leadership
skills are AM. We offer:
• Good salary while training
Rapid advancement
• Benefits
plus the support of a young, enthusiastic
organization. For, more information
call Mr. McDaniel
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday from





502 South 5th Street
directly behind
Murray Ice Company
Coal for sale by bag,
bushel,' ton or truck
load. Call 753-2287
ATTENTION SINGERS,
Song Writers and Groups,
-Allied Productions is looking
for new artists and new
material in all fields, for 4
record labels. If you think
You qualify call 615-255-8884
or 615-255-6912, or write
Allied Productions, 1300












now in progress Specie,
savings on china, earthware,
stainless ai:d crystal. We just
might have your pattern. 65
discount on sterling flatware
in stock Towle an Oneida
The Side Door
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753 1128.
WE ARE NOW FRAN-
CHISED dealers for Ver-
nonware, Poppytrail and
Mason dinnerware. The Side
Ddoor, 104 W. 11th. St.,
Benton, Ky.
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: A BLACK kitten,
red collar, in Canterberry
subdivision. Ca tt -
LOST: PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main. Wednesday, Oct.
25, 1978. Reward.---Call 676
6.HELP WANTED
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759 1661.
POSITION OPEN FOR
medical assistant. Must have
some previous experience in
physician office. Send
resume and reference to P.O.






being taken for nurses aids.
Apply at Westview Nursing
Home, S. 16th. Murray, Ky. 
TRUCk DRIVER. ir s ton
gasoline delivery truck. Age.
at least 21, experienced
driver and good knowledge of
Calloway aunty helpful.
Permanent position. Call 753-
2321
6. HELP WANTED
RESUMES WILL BE AC
CEPTED for the position of
excutive secretary for the
Murray Calloway County
Senior Citizens office
through Oct 31. All resumes
should be sent to 203 S. 5th
All qualified applicenes will
receive consideration for
employmentWithout reguarcl
to race, color, religion, sex or
national origin.
Part time male and
female. Day help wan-
ted. Must be 18 years
of age. No phone calls.
Apply in person, but
NOT between 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
WILL HIRE 3 high school
grads, need 3 17-25 year olds
for technical lobs. We
provide training with good






campus. Call 753.3699. Can
give references.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
PICTURE THIS Become a





Purchase of Product only
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept.
R. 112 Toll-free at 800.621
7725.
12. INSURANCE
We ars nee 'rift. leierence
on mane homes, with 3 af
fereitt conspemiss. foe but
rides coated Wilson In-
somnia awe teal finite, Mt
N. 12t6 • 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
AN OLDER FORD, Chevy or
DOdge van body. Call 753
8606 or 753-9997.
WANT TO BUY USED 12
wide mobile home. 1972 or
newer model Robert A.
. Morris, 759.4496..
WANT TO BUY A GOOD
used long blond wig. Must fit
a large head. Call Jim
Shropshire, 753-8277.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COR R E LL E Expressions,
all potterns, 20 _piece sets, .
539.99. WaTlIn -Jtar-Wware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, 1,ti inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $11.99- and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin-
Hardware, Paris, TN.
MECHANIC
Gararr, Inc., a leading -apparel
rn.anu facturing has--a--reed-for an ex-
perienced sewing machine mechanic
at its Clinton, Kentucky manufacturing
facility. Phone Collect:
Plant Manager
An equal ‘.1 F
op Tompru Smhty0 el) Mpai t ey r
502-653-4321
Choice positions now








aridly growing national limousine
manufacturer, based at Sprint/lipid. Missoun
in tbe beautiful Ozarks, will p.iy..rri,x atom
&owing expenses anti top &alarm+ commensurate*. it /,
r tea ability. Must have aptitude for automotive
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18. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COAL OR WOOD STOVE,
fire brick lined. Same as
new, $65. Call 436 2506.
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass doors grid wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes. $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FOR SALE 55 Gallon drums'
Thornton Tile and Marble, S
9th. St 
.FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
tires, on rend new, other
tour have tread left, $125.




equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14_ inch
with 2" -1.1--60:14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393.
NEW CHAIN SAW, 14" bar,
never been cranked, $140.
Call 489-2595
26. TV-RADIO
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets works perfect and
fully warranted Clayton's
(formerly J & B Music). 75.1
7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Mobile home, 1978 model,
never used, 14 X 70, all
electric, 2 baths and 3
bedrooms' Must be seen to be
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
at 753.7668 days or 753 2394
nights.
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489 2774. 
1968 SAELBY MOBILE
Home. 12 X 65, 3 BR, 1 1
bath, central heat and air,
furnished. Call 753-1725. 
102 TORNADA. 12 X 52, 2
bedroom, with gas heat. Call
753 3473.
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2




A K C REGISTERED
Labrador Retriever puppy,
560 Call 753 0195 v
AKC GERMAN.SHEPERD
poppies. Sot id- -black, can-
furnished 5 generations
pedigree papers. Call 502-554-
2153, Paducah.
SUDSBURY PARK. We
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in,
town, for your convenience.
By appointment only. Cale.:
759-4140, 9;5, Monday-FritY•






PORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
tined street. Separate lng
space for parents, in-laws or
guests. . add fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university








1971 uniteo Feature Syndicate Inc

















































Mosssenburg 12 ga. shot gun,
2.75 or 3 " may. interchange
modified, 28" barrell. Great
for duck hunting, $99. Call
753-0318 after 6 pm.
WESTINGHOUSE Frost









Hodge & Son, Inc.
216 So. 501
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX - Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used SiNer
sewing machine. Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed.
Full cash price, $39.50.
Payments can be arranged,
call Martha Kopper 1-354-
6521 or write RS 5 Benton,
Ky.
11. FARM EQUIP. 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24. $9.99. model HD-30,
111.99, Sabre-6 model, $16.99. -
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
FARMER SPECIAL fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery' op=






used one year. Call 753-8517. 
23. EXTERMINATING
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around 'your hinne,-- bugs,
spiders, all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs
Kelly's Termite and Pest




grain fed-aged beef. Front
Quarter 5.85 cents a pound,
whole or side S.95 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $1.05
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 6.42-8201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
CB RADIO, Ham equipt-
ment, Linears. Call 474-2748.
3143. cupancy. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 153-1492.211. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280.
TRAILER FOR RENT at
Dill Trailer Ct. Murray Drive
In Theatre entrance. East
Sycamore St., Murray, Ky. 
TWO BEDROOM 12 X 60,
furnished, $125 month,
couples only. West of Almo
tleights, '/4 mile off hwy. Call
753 4661.
22. HEATING & COOLING
BEN FRANKLIN Stove,
used *vs season, 2150. Calt759-
1718.
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris-TN. _ _
UNUSED REDWOOD
lumber, 14-2x4x10, 22-2x4x8,
15 2x6x10. Red Wood unuted.
One complete storm door,
one new front door.Call 436-
2641.
31. WANT TO RENT 
I BR HOUSE, unfurnished,
with garage, close to
Murray, for young couple.
799.7490.
STUDENT LOOKING for an
unfurnished apartment. Can
supply own stove and
refrigerator. In or around
Murray. C4111-472 1016.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE 2 BR furnished apar-
tment for couple Also one
small fgr girt (all 753-3106.
For Sale Or Lease
Newly redecorated 6
room 'garage apart-
ment. One block from
university. 753-1812 or
759-4909.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
2 BR HOUSE in country,
farniles y references and
deposit. Call' 753-6479 after 5
pm.
3 BEDNIOOM HOUSE for
marriei..eitz#cile. $160 mon-
thly. For ,.. 44:formation
call 753-5921.
HOUSE, 2 BR in Dexter.
Stove sand refrigerator.
furnished, $100 per month.
Call 753-4661.
36. RENT OR LEASE.,
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near









room with beamed ceiling,
kitchen with stove and
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
1 bath. New carpeting,
furnished with couch and
chair, dining room table and
4 chairs, one set of ,bunk
beds, and curtains. This
cabin is insutlated. Good buy










(scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 2 Br,
2 bath home- on




Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate 105 North 12f:it--
Street.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 2
BR mobile home with 12 X 12
added room, a ' 1 acre
wooded secluded lot. Near
lake. Call 436-2213.
3 BR 1,2 STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rum-
pusroom, 704 Olive, near
health center, downtown,





fast nook, fireplace, front
patio, 1 1 2 bath. Priced to sell,
$39,950. Shown by ap-
pointment only, John Pasco,






HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER. Lovely home 4
miles SE of Murray, 2 BR,
large living area. kitchen
and utility room. 2 car
garage, garden spot, pasture
and barn, storage building
With concrete floor. Large
trees and shrubs. New well
and septic tank..11 2 acre tot,
115' X 550, 531,000. Call 753-







HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they fit! See if this
home doesn't fit your needs!
-3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick, ample sized rooms,
fenced in back yard,- ap-
phances-irtctucting - washer
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home
before someone else buys it.
LOR ETIA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
CHANCE IN A .,LIFE TIME
HOUS-E! All you need, is the
downpayment. Renters
make the monthly payments
3 BR, 2 baths, one with a
ceramic tile shower, 2
completely furnished kitchen
units, 6 closets, 2 wigdow air
conditionors, utility room, 2
garages plus carport, outside
storage building. Chain link
fenced yard. City water and
sewer, near ..,university








With The Friendly Touch"
NEAT - SWEET -
COM'PLETE! Everyt-
hing young lovers (or
retirees) could want(








Estate, 105 North 12th
Street.
EXCELLENT Po STORY
brick home, 3 bedrooms,
large kitchen, living room
with fireplace, 21/2 car







COMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
12th St 1.61 acres with over
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise business. Hard






Located orrSouth 12th Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
business location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY", 753-





professionals to assist you in
-karat Estate-.-ma-ttersit -you
have a question regarding
any phase of realestate
activity, give us a call at 753-
1222, or stop by our con-
veniently located off ice at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD, 











Weekends / Evenings Call.
in. 9  436 5676
Bud Noll 753-4868
mar, Beth Smith 753 3383
Hazel Brandon 753 1513
Don Tucker 753-1930
FOR REM
44. LOTS FOR SALE
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
blacktop road.Community




45. FARMS FOR SALE
100 ACRE DAIRY Farm, 31
Jersey Cows. Call 435-4469.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with full
basement All appl iancei-
and draperies stay with
house. Good location at 602




priced to sell. 753-7490.
1977 KAWASAKI 650, 51600.
Call 759-4104.
1973 MX-125. Needs minor
repair,. Call 753-8452, tter
3:00. 
1972 SL 350 HONDA, good'
53. SERVICES OFFERED
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and




now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLQWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753 2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 prn Call 1-247-8986 collect.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
410
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
LIGHT TRUCK- Hauling and





rates, free estimates. Call
753 5827,
NEED YOUR 'yard raked?,
The MSU Horticulture Club
is raking leaves beginning
Nov 4. For more information
call Jeff Grubbs, 753.8636 of
Cindy Cook 767-3355. .. 
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck,,
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pm.
PROFESSIONAL Window
cleaning, 20 years ex
perienCe. Stores and private
homes. Call 901-782-5981.
ROOFING, excellent
references Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in,









family in this home for
the holidays. Beautiful
3 BRJ'...! bath home on
professionally landsc-
aped lot, 3 car garage,
central heat and air -
all this and more.
Must be seen to ap-
' te.
Ins temoori 436 547e
Bud Nall 753.4S68
Wary Beth Smith IS3 3383
Hazel Brandon 753 1513
Don Tucker 153-1930
CRrAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
home...New c a r
pet...underpinned and _best of
all...on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell you more LORETTE
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492









(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from









Income property. ht 3 apts.
leased Upstairs would make
another good apt, with very
little investment. Call 753-
3263 for details.
One of the better homes and
form in Calloway County is
this 75 litres of bottom land.
3 bedroom. bath and half
brick home. Call for ap-
pointment 753-3263.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086







Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control





Neese, wale ewe, sewer








Ilseso. garden, MU, 1111W01,
power wW enuresis reels and
'Sc-
753-5703
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"QUAL I iY,  PLUS". _hest
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther-
mopane windows are only a
few of the quality features of





l, _ Ati Ltrif7




are. a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
with a large living room-
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot,
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would even be nice to have
central gas heat-and air, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex-
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced







With The Friendly Touch"
The Winter Outside
Might Be Fiightful
But the fire _ will be
delightful in this
Brand New 3 bedrm., 2






Estate, 105 North 12th
Street.
WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in qUiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land-
 /escaped yard. Backyard is
 fenced and home is neat as a
immen immumm.pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
Purdom & Thurman don't let this opportunity
Pho7n5e3 12K22OPPERUDInsurance & Real Estate REALTY,1 
Sovrhs,de Court Square 44. LOTS FOR SALE 
Merrily, Kentucky WOODED 1, 2 ACRES, has
753-4451 well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First




CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
gUarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
41. USED CARS
_1974 BUICK REGEL, AM. 
FMstereo, excellent con-
dition. Midnight blue, white
interior and white vynil top.
Call 753-6962.
1974 CAMARO, Z-28, Power
steering, brakes and air.-
Excellent condition. Call 753.
6030 after 5 pm.
197_1 CHARGER, power
steering, breaks, alr, 'AM.
FM ,caSsettee, new tires,
wheels, low miles, $law. Call




perfect condition. Call 492-
8589 or 901 -247-557fr:
1974 MONTI CARLO, runs
good, body in great shape,
53,000 miles, 52300 1972 El
Dorado Cadillac, like new
inside and out, 67,000 miles,
$2000. Call 436-5680.
1974 MUSTANG 11 Mach I.
Excellent condition, one
owner, lots of extras. Call
Jan before 8 am or after 5
▪ pm, 753-3069




PRIX, good condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work. Power and




black. Local, low mileage,
new rubber, power and air.
436-2427.
1976 TOYOTA Celica GT-Lift
back, 5 speed transmission,
AM-FM stereo tape, shadow
box on rear window. Ca11753








There are still some
nice lots left at West-
wood. Priced from
' $4,500 to $5,500.00. Also 7










Two story home of
Western Cedar and
made for year around
living. Has cathedral
ceiling in living room
and balcony above. Has
large cleck, kitchen with
built-ins. 2 baths, car-
pet, hrat pump,





1975 VW DASHER, ex-




sdale pickup. 27,000 miles,
one owner. Call 753-5421 after
5 pm.
1952 CHEVROLET P2 TON
truck, flat bed, $290. Call 436-
5536 before 3 pm.
1 TON 1971 Truck, remote





Top. Fits Chevrolet and
Dodge short wheel base. Like
new. $125. Also a 357
Magnum, model 194185. Call
436 5680. -•
WHITES- CAMPER SALES
Your local Star Craft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non toxic
camper anti freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. -Located 4 miles from
Murray on _94 E. Call 753
0605.
52. BOATS a MOTORS
1976 BOMBER BASS BOAT,
with 65' hp Mercury, M & M
custom trailer, fully
equipted, in excellent con-
dition, $2300. Call 7512316
after 5 pm. 
TUNNEL HULL racing boat





small electrical jobs. Call
751:0762 after 5 pm.. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362-4895; 
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser
vice catls or in shop Yepairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair
Refere ces furnished. .Call
the, Chimney expert"! Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps, 759
4878.
CAN'T GET those smaITIO--6i




small concrete jobs. call 436
2562 affer  Sym. 
DO • Y OU need etumps
removed from 'your yard or
tan-re/nave stumps-up
below the ground, leaving ,
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
4343
Give a personal gift
for Christmas. The
next few weeks are
a beautiful time for
outdoor portraits
Mode at your home








Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky. 
Call(502)-924-5541. 
WET BASEMENT'? We
make wet basements dry
work completely guaran
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky
42001. Phone day or night 1
442-7026. • 
WOMAN WILL DO house
work. Call 759-4615.
WILL BABYSIT -OURING
the day. For few children
Call 759-4615.
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
my home week days. Age 2-5.
years old. Call 753-7547.
56. FREE COLUMN
FREE PUPPIES. Call 759-
4698.
Photographic Studio FREE BLACK MALE kit.'
tens, 8 weeks old, very at:




209 Walnut Stri et
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wedi.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE MAR CUT S1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
WV HOSPITAL t HOW CALLS PlIONI 753 4.13
auunnumummumnisisimusimisim‘immunuiumitmlitumnsimul-_
Wednesday evening, Nov. 1, 4 p.m. at the late Green






E'• Will sell odd furniture, audiences and shop and 13-=
E garden tools, lawn furniture, wheelbarrow, metal ia gate, chest type home freezer. Breakfast set, some
= dishes, hunting and fishing equipment, few collector Et-
-
g item's. For information call: •,.. a=
6- - - Otto Chester=
I 
=E.
E Auction Service E
--4. 
435-4128 =





2 bedroom mobile home. Located 2 miles
,_ southeast from Murray. Includes: 96 x 230 foot
-lot, central heat and air, fireplace, paved
driveway, 2 car_ garage, tool shed, patio and
much more: Must be seen to be appreciated,




Two level, 5 bedroom  brick; two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2 - -
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price '
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate'
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
This beautiful hornroffers many features yoit've
been waiting for: Four bedrooms, three
bathrooms, living room, formal dining' room,
fathily room with fireplace, recreation room
with fireplace, two Car garage, walk out
basement. All this located on a large lot in Can-
terbury Estates. Call today for an appointment
to see this quality built home. 753-445j.
Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate
1 ,,sated Southiside our? Square
Open Daily staindai-saiutdas
Phone "I 1-441l
Pat Mobley Geneva Giles F'JSV WPI1S
- . t 1:41
*mini Multi (.•!ing Setiiteatl,irtray-CallOtter
Counts good ol Realtors
•
is




Riles Held Sunda? Mrs. Senye P. Cook
eor T. W. Nesbitt Dies Today; Rites
\ To Be On WednesdayThe funeral for T. W.
'siesbitt of Hazel Route One
was held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral -Hanle with
the Rev. Frank Bratt and the
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins,
Jr., officiating. Mrs L D.
Cook, Jr., was soloist with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Charles,
James John Paul, Dwain, and
Dick* Nesbitt, and Mike
Holliday, all grandsons.
Burial was in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Nesbitt, age 86, died
Friday at 4:15 p.m. at his
home. He was a retired far-




Mrs. Ruby Nesbitt; two
daughters, Mrs. B. C.
Allbritten and Mrs. Larry
Capocaso; three sons;
Thomas, James, and Richard
Nesbitt:, one sister. Mrs. laila
Dunn; one brother, Edgar
Nesbitt; four stepdaughters.
Mesdames Keith Veasey,
Louise Palmer, Keith Payne,
and A. C. Orr; nine grand-
children, 13 great grand-
children, eight step grand-





Mrs. Faie Redden of
Murray Route, Eight died this
morning at, 1:10 at the
Murray-Calloway, County
Hospital. She was 74 years of
age ,and the wife of Jesse
Redden who died April 17,
1952.
-The deceased was a
member of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 24, 1903, in
, Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Walter
Farris and Lola Carraway
Farris.
Mrs. Redden is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Edgar
I Martha Nell) Smith, Murray
Route Eight; one son, Pat
Redden, Murray Route Three;
*two sisters, Mrs.- Mellie
Parker. South • llth Street,
Murray, and Mrs. Cary
Pritchard. Mayfield; three
granddaughters, Miss Patty
Lynn Redden, Mrs. Randy
Donna Brandon, and Miss
Bonnie Fay Smith; one
grandson, James Edgar
Smith.
The fuoital will be held
Tuesday af,two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today (Monday). • -
Mrs. Senye Pearl Cook died
this morning at five o'clock at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She wee
81 years of age and a resident
of Paris, Tenn.
The deceased was married
in 1913 to Lynn C. Cook who
died in 1973. Born Feb. 22,
1897, in Weakley County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late 'Edward McConnell
and Annie Faye Sullen
McConnell.
Mrs. Cook is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Marie
Wheeler, and one son, Curtis
Wayne Cook, both of Pans.
Tenn.; two grandsons, Mark
and Don Cook, and one great
grandson, Michael Cook.
She  was preceded in death 
by one grandson, Jerry Wayne
Wheeler, in 1954, seven
sisters, and four brothers.
The funeral will, be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the
Conyersville Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today ( Monday).
Mrs. Connie Hardin
Dies At Her Home;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Mrs. Connie Grogan Hardin,
widow of Bert Hardin, died
Sunday about seven p.m. at
her home on L P. Miller
Street, Murray. She was 82
years of age and her death
was due to an apparent heart
attack.
The Murray woman was
born Sept. 22, 1895, to the late
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Grogan.
She is survived by several
nieces and nephews. Several
brothers and gist -is preceded
her in death.
The funeral will be -held
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Rutledge
Funeral Home with the Rev.
J. C. Wilson officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Tonight (Monday) from
seven to eight p.m., the wake
will be held at the Rutledge





for Women will.hokl its first
meeting on Saturday, Nov. 4,
at 4 p.m. in room 109 of the
Carr Health Building on the
Murrray State University
Campus.
The meeting will be open to
both students and non-
students and men and women
are invited to attend.
sons interested in taking the
General • Education
Development (GED) test
should take English, general
cvnununication skills will be--math. and reading. He said
offered in the Adult Learning persons interested in
preparing for college or other
FAIRDEALING, Ky. 
Center at Murray State
- University Nov. post-secondary educational1-Dec. n.
Jack-R. Smith, 52, Louisville Chuck Guthrie, director of
died Friday in a boating the center, listed the courses
mishap- on Jonathan Creek, and meeting times in the Adult
Kentucky IA*. according ta_ Leamina_cazaaa in jinagn_ 206
Marshall County Coroner of Roy Stewart Stadium. as
Jesse Collier.
Collier said Smith, a
member of a Louisville fishing
party, apparently fell over-
board and became entangled




Smith was fishing alone when
the accident happened. The
coroner said person on shore
reportedly heard the boat
motor begin and still. He said
no one witnessed the accident.




— English, 10 to 11:30 a.m
on Mondays and Wednesdays
— General mathematics, 1
to 2:30 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays.
— Writing, 10 to 11:30 a.m
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
— Reading, 1 to 2:30p.m. on
rtiesdaYs and-Thursdays.
— Interpersonal com-
munication skills, 10:30 a.m.
to noon on Fridays.
All courses are offered at no
charge and books are fur-
nished.
Guthrie -advised that per-
Voters League
To Cover Races
The League of Women
Voters of Kentucky and. KET
will cover all eight
coagressional_ races this
_Plans call for 'KET to air
"Kentucky Election '78", a 30-
minute program, each
evening at 6:30 p.m. (CST),
Monday through Thursday
during the week beginning
October 30. The Friday,
November 3 program will be
presented at 6:00 p.m.
All legally qualified can-
didates for Kentucky's seven
seats in the House of
Representatives and one seat
in the Senate which are up for
grabs in the November
electionjhave accepted in-
vitations to videotape a reply
to questions prepared by the
state league. •
Each candidate Who is




We at the King's Den are celebrating 6 years in
business because of you our customers.
Thanks to you we have grown and expanded each








The Age Of 88
Calla V. Harcourt of 1710
Magnolia Drive, Murray, died
Saturday at 1:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 88 years of
age.
Mr. Harcourt is survived by
one son, Jules Harcourt and
wife, Pat, two grandsons,
John Brett Harcourt and
Edward Harcourt, and one
granddaughter, Miss Anne
Harcourt. all of 1710 Magnolia
Drive, Murray.
The funeral was held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the Buyran Funeral
Home, Milrox, Ind., with
burial in the Milrox Cemetery.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral






For R Great Year
-43111rEntig— ". -Itrrt▪ g's Oen
Saturday Nov. 4th.

































MAKING MATERIALS for the "Movement Education" program being implemented in
the-Merrily City Soots this year was a community servicc; project performed-by
members of the Murray Senior Citizens Organization. Shown working recently were,
clockwise, from left, Mary Lamb, Ima Falwell, Ethel Walker, Ambie Willoughby, Nellie
Betl, Erma Lo%ett, Opal Rei.ves, and Lela Culp. Verona Grogan is director of the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Staff photo by Rick Orr
MSU Adult Learning Center
Regularly scheduled free





The Murray Civitan Club
will celebrate its twentieth
birthday at its weal charter
night observance Thursday
evening, Nov. 2. More than a
score of former members or
past charter members have
been invited to be present, a
spokesman said.
At 'the meeting several
Civitans will receive honors of
various kinds. The highlight of
.',Ithe evening will be the an-
nouncement of the club's
"Civitan of-the Year" fair-1977-
78. This person is selected by a
secret committee appointed
by President Larry Dunn.
Harding Lowry, Louisville,
Governor-elect of Kentucky
Civitans will be the guest
speaker, the spokesman said.
The Murray Civitan Club
was chartered on November 6,
1958, by the Cadiz Civitan
  Club lb; first president was
objectives should take all the,
offered courses.
Students may register for
the classes by visiting or
calling .the_Adult Learning
Center in Room 206 of Roy




A Route 2, Murray, man
sustained possible back in-
juries in a one-vehicle ac-
cident Sunday according to
Kentucky State Police,
A state police spokesman
identified the man as 23-year-
old Ricky Parrish. State police
said Parrish was driving on
KY 121 about two miles south
of Murray when the vehicle he
was driving left the road and
turned over. Parrish was
taken to Murray-Calloway
.County Hospital where he was
—admitted, the state police
spokesman said.
77- According to state Police,
three persons tl'ere injured in
a one-car accident early
Saturday on Ky 962 near Olive
in Marshall County. State
mining with opposition will be
allowed ,a total r of ap-
proximately eight minutes to
answer questions relating to
federal budget cuts vs. local
political pressures, energy
and environment problems,
and training the unemployed
for jobs.
Congressmen Carroll --
Hubbard and William NaI•
cher, who are running without
opposition, will be asked only
the first two questions. They
will- be given approximately
five minutes each to reply.
No candidate will hear or
see the response of any•other
candidate until that response
actually airs. Nor will any
candidate be given the op-
portunity to .re-tape the in-
terview except for technical
reasons.
' Scottie Kenkel, state
president of the League of
Women Voters, notes that
-One of the primary functions
of the League is to educate'
citizens so that 'hey can vote
intelligently. We hope- that
these programs help to
achieve this goal."
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT today, (unlashed to the
Ledger & Times by Find of . Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, seas follows
Industrial Average  it 03
Air Products 24-1"









General Care 10,4b, 1144













Federal-Rate Market News Service ,*-t
30, 1978
Renturki Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Rilying Stations
Receipt* Art WS Est 275 Barrows &
Gilts Steady 25e higher instance, nf
higher Amos steady to $1 00 higher
US 1 2 200-230 Rai
US 2-3 200-240 Ihs $49 5049 75
US 24 244250 Its 646 5044 50
US24-th. $47504g30
Sows












police identified the driver of
the vehicle as Terry Shroader,
Route 1, Almo. Police said
Shroader was driving and
apparently lost control of the
car. Three passengers were
taken to Marshall County
Hospital, Malisa Thorn, 18,
Route 1, Dexter, Steve
Newberry, 21, Route 1, Almo,
and Sherilyn Haley, 20, Route
1, Alma.
State police also said 18-
year-old James White,
Murray, was treated and
released -after a one-vehiele
accident about .4 a.m.
Saturday-On U.S. 641 siiati-or
Murray. Polie said the vehicle
left the road and overturned
when White apparently fell
asleep while driving.
"Red" Willoughby. Several
Murray Civitans have held
various state level offices and
one member, Coffield Vance,
served as Governor of Ken-
tucky Civitans in 1976-77. The
only charter member
currently in the club is
Hayden Rickman.
The first major project, of
the MiTray Civitan Club was
providing a building that was
used as a school for the
mentally retarded, tbe
spokesman said. Called "The
School of New Hope," the
facility was later phased out
Into the Murray City Schools.
"A majority of the local club's
efforts and funds goes to the
support of the mentally and
physically handicapped and
youth programs that promote
good citizenship develop-
ment," explained President





Open 7 a m to 6 p m
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PERFECTION 56 $11 99
GOOD ALL WEEK For
















Certificate of Deposit •
'3 1 ,000 min. dep.

















Net ornual yield 6.98°c
4 s
Drop by soon . .






$ 1 , 000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 6.72°.
5 3/4 %
9 0 day Notice
Golden Eagle Passbook
$100 min. dep.




Day in Day out
Regular Passbook
$1.00 min. dep.







Denote, sa reaussed on
aas1v s.ohdra.al% horn
cestsficates
Now Open In Murray-1201 Main Street, Ph. 759-1630
"The place where thobsond4 are saving millions"
HOME FEDERAL
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